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The demands of Internet applications have grown significantly in terms
of required resources and types of services. Overlay networks have emerged
to accommodate such applications by implementing more services on top of
IP (Internet Protocol). However, while overlay networks are successful in
circumventing limitations of IP, the task of building and maintaining an overlay network is still challenging. In an overlay network, participating hosts
are virtually fully-connected through the underlying Internet. However, since
the quality of overlay connections varies, the performance of the overlay network is dependent on which connections are chosen to be utilized. Therefore,
maintaining a “good” overlay network topology is crucial in achieving high
performance.
To demonstrate how much performance gain can be achieved through
topology changes, a distributed algorithm to build an overlay multicast tree

v

is proposed for streaming media distribution. The algorithm finds an optimal tree such that the average bandwidth of receivers is maximized under an
abstract network model. However, increasing bandwidth does not necessarily
lead to a better overlay topology; in overlay networks, interference between
overlay connections should be taken into account. Since such interference
occurs when different overlay connections pass through a congested link simultaneously, detecting congestion shared by multiple overlay connections is
necessary to avoid bottlenecks.
For shared congestion detection, a novel technique called DCW (Delay Correlation with Wavelet denoising) is proposed. Previous techniques to
detect shared congestion have limitations in applying to overlay networks;
they assume a common source or destination node, drop-tail queueing, or
a single point of congestion. However, DCW is applicable to any pair of
paths on the Internet without such limitations. It employs a signal processing
method, wavelet denoising, to separate queueing delay caused by network congestion from various other delay variations. The proposed technique is evaluated through both simulations and Internet experiments. They show that
for paths with a common synchronization point, DCW provides faster convergence and higher accuracy while using fewer packets than previous techniques.
Furthermore, DCW is robust and accurate without a synchronization point;
more specifically, it can tolerate a synchronization offset of up to one second
between two packet flows.
Because DCW is designed to detect shared congestion between a pair
vi

of paths, there is a concern about scalability when it is used in a large-scale
overlay network. To cluster N paths, a straightforward approach of using
pairwise tests would require O(N 2 ) time complexity. To address this issue, a
scalable approach to cluster Internet paths using multidimensional indexing is
presented. By storing per-path data in a multidimensional space indexed using
a tree-like structure, the computational complexity of clustering is reducible
to O(N log N). The indexing overhead can be further improved by reducing
dimensionality of the space through the wavelet transform. Computation cost
is kept low by using the same wavelet transform for both denoising in DCW
and dimensionality reduction. The proposed approach is evaluated using simulations and found to be effective for large N. The tradeoff between indexing
overhead and clustering accuracy is shown empirically.
As a case study, an algorithm that improves overlay multicast topology
is designed. Because overlay multicast forwards data without support from
routers, data may be delivered multiple times over the same physical link,
causing a bottleneck. This problem is more serious for applications demanding
high bandwidth such as multimedia distribution. Although such bottlenecks
can be removed by overlay topology changes, a naı̈ve approach may create
bottlenecks in other parts of the network. The proposed algorithm removes all
bottlenecks caused by the redundant data delivery of overlay multicast, detecting such bottlenecks using DCW. In a case where the source rate is constant
and the available bandwidth of each link is not less than the rate, the algorithm
guarantees that every node receives at the full source rate. Simulation results

vii

show that even in a network with a dense receiver population, the algorithm
finds a tree that satisfies all the receiving nodes while other heuristic-based
approaches often fail. A similar approach to finding bottlenecks and removing
them through topology changes is applicable to other types of overlay networks. This research will enable bandwidth-demanding applications to build
more efficient overlay networks to achieve higher throughput.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

As the Internet grows in scale, the demands of its applications also grow
in terms of required resources and types of services. Traditional applications
such as e-mail, FTP (File Transfer Protocol), and WWW (World Wide Web)
consume more bandwidth than they used to, and recent multimedia applications have more stringent requirements in terms of transmission rate, packet
loss, and delay. While a number of proposals including many RFCs (Requests
for Comments) related to QoS (Quality of Service) and IP Multicast have been
made to add support for these applications to the Internet, few of them have
been actually deployed. Even those few have very limited availability, and it
is unlikely to improve much in the future.

1.1

Overlay Networks
After years of unsuccessful efforts to deploy IP-level support for various

application requirements, overlay networks have emerged as an alternative. In
overlay networks, end hosts maintain connections among them, and implement
services such as QoS and IP multicast on top of IP. While overlay networks
are successful in circumventing limitations of IP, building and maintaining an

1

overlay network is still challenging. In an overlay network, participating hosts
are virtually fully-connected through the underlying Internet. However, since
the quality of overlay connections varies, the performance of the overlay network is dependent on which connections are chosen to be utilized. Therefore,
maintaining a “good” overlay network topology is crucial in achieving high
performance.
Selecting overlay connections requires information on their characteristics provided by the underlying network. Those characteristics are estimated
through network measurements. Hence, the goal of this dissertation is two fold:
to develop network measurement and analysis techniques to obtain required information, and to design overlay network protocols exploiting the information
to improve overlay topology for bandwidth-demanding applications.

1.2

Overlay Multicast
As a representative bandwidth-demanding applications, Chapter 2 se-

lects multimedia streaming of Internet radio and television stations. In the
past, they have been operated by companies with high-performance dedicated
servers. However, the availability of broadband access and increasing computing performance of PCs have made it feasible for individuals to run their own
radio stations. As a result, thousands of channels are serving multimedia on
the Internet.1
1

See Icecast (http://yp.icecast.org/) and SHOUTcast (http://www.shoutcast.com/).

2

These stations require one-way data transmission to a large number of
receivers, to which an overlay network, more specifically overlay multicast, is
an effective solution. In overlay multicast, participants form an overlay distribution tree in the application layer and perform multicasting among themselves. The main advantage is that it does not require multicast support from
the underlying network. The overlay multicast tree can be constructed on top
of any network that provides a unicast transport service. This dissertation
takes overlay multicast as a representative example of bandwidth-demanding
applications, and proposes algorithms and techniques to improve its performance.
A major challenge in overlay network design is to build an overlay
topology that can provide high bandwidth.2 In overlay multicast, data may
be delivered multiple times over the same physical link because multicast forwarding is performed without support from routers. It may result in a bottleneck on the link, especially in applications demanding high bandwidth such as
multimedia distribution. A straightforward way to avoid such a bottleneck is
to measure the bandwidth of each overlay connection, and choose those with
large bandwidth as tree edges. However, such heuristics looking for local optima may not lead to a global optimum. Chapter 2 will present a distributed
algorithm that builds a tree in which the average bandwidth from the root
node, computed over all receivers in the tree, is maximized [34]. The algorithm ensures that the multicast tree always heads toward a global optimum.
2

For simplicity, we will use bandwidth and available bandwidth interchangeably.

3

Though each node behaves for its own good based on local information, the
tree approaches a global optimal state as it evolves. Convergence of the tree
to an optimal tree was proved using an abstract network model.

1.3

Finding Bottlenecks
Increasing bandwidth does not necessarily lead to a better overlay

topology; in overlay networks, interference between overlay connections should
be taken into account. Overlay networks usually consist of a large number of
end hosts and unicast flows through overlay connections between them. These
unicast flows have different source and destination nodes, and may interfere
with each other by sharing one or more intermediate links. In overlay multicast, for example, such interference is very likely because data is often delivered
multiple times by different flows over the same physical link. Then the link
would become a bottleneck, which throttles the throughput of the entire subtree of downstream receivers. Locating such bottlenecks can improve overlay
network topology significantly. If an overlay network is able to identify them
by finding out which overlay connections are sharing them, it can change the
overlay topology to avoid the bottlenecks and improve the overall throughput.
There are many applications of overlay networks that would benefit, including
overlay multicast, file download from multiple servers, overlay QoS routing,
and exploiting path diversity.
The basic primitive required for bottleneck identification is to decide
whether two paths are sharing a congested (bottleneck) link or not. There
4

have been many techniques to detect shared congestion [24, 30, 45], but they
require that the two tested paths share an endpoint, either at the source or at
the sink. Thus, they cannot be used for general overlay networks. In Chapter 3,
a novel technique, DCW (Delay Correlation with Wavelet denoising), without
such a drawback will be presented. It is able to detect shared congestion
between almost any pair of Internet paths by employing a signal processing
technique—wavelet denoising [32].

1.4

Toward Internet-Wide Applications
DCW can be used to find “better” overlay connections in overlay net-

works. However, its requirement that the shared congestion detection should
be performed for every congested pair of paths limits its application to largescale systems; O(N 2 ) tests are required to detect all shared congestion among
N paths. There have been studies to reduce complexity by performing percluster tests instead of per-path tests [30, 54], but they still need O(N 2 ) tests
in the worst case, and also in the average case if each path shares links with a
very small fraction of the other paths, which is common in large-scale overlay
networks.
To reduce the computational complexity, Chapter 4 introduces an efficient clustering algorithm that groups paths sharing the same bottleneck into
the same cluster [33]. The algorithm stores measurement data for each path
into a multidimensional space, where data sets from paths sharing congestion
are located closely to each other. Because the data sets are indexed using
5

a tree-like structure, adding paths and searching neighbors in the space take
sub-polynomial time. Hence, the algorithm can reduce the computational complexity of shared congestion detection for N paths from O(N 2 ) to O(N log N),
making the shared congestion detection technique more scalable.

1.5

Overlay Multicast Revisited
DCW, with multidimensional indexing, enables to identify bottlenecks

in a scalable manner. Identified bottlenecks can be eliminated by replacing
overlay connections passing through them with other, under-utilized connections. However, it should be done very carefully. Suppose a tree edge is cut in
overlay multicast. Then another edge must be added to maintain connectivity.
But the newly added edge may cause another bottleneck. Even worse, eliminating the new bottleneck may reincarnate the old one, resulting in oscillation
of the overlay topology. In the case of overlay multicast, it is possible to remove all bottlenecks shared by multiple overlay connections without incurring
such oscillation. Chapter 5 will present an algorithm that always terminates,
and on termination there remains no such bottleneck in the multicast tree [35].
Furthermore, since the algorithm is very careful not to increase depth of the
tree unnecessarily with changing the tree topology, it maintains short relative
delay, comparable to that of the tree built by a greedy algorithm that optimizes
delay.
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Chapter 2
Maximizing Bandwidth for Multimedia
Distribution

Internet radio and television stations require significant bandwidth to
support delivery of high quality audio and video streams to a large number of
receivers. Overlay multicast enables them to reduce bandwidth consumption
at the station’s side.
Many overlay multicast systems have been proposed for different target
applications. Each of them has its own way to create a distribution tree. Of
the ones that try to perform tree optimization, they generally fall into one of
two categories depending on which metric they emphasize in tree construction,
i.e., reducing delay or increasing throughput.1
Consider a set of nodes (end systems) that form an overlay on the Internet. In systems with the goal of reducing delay [4, 8, 9, 41], a mesh consisting
of all nodes and selected overlay connections is first constructed. Then the
nodes measure Internet delays of the overlay connections, and run a routing
algorithm, such as the distance vector algorithm, to find best paths from each
node to others on the mesh.
1

The throughput of a distribution tree is a notion we will make more precise later.
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In one system with the goal of increasing throughput [28], overlay connections with high (available) bandwidth are first chosen as edges of the distribution tree. Then the system keeps trying to increase the bandwidth between
each pair of nodes by modifying the tree topology. Unlike systems with the
goal of reducing delay, for which the distance vector algorithm is proved to
lead to an optimal state, the proposal in [28] lacks an algorithmic method to
achieve an optimal solution. In another proposal [12], a centralized algorithm
was presented to compute, for a given graph, a “maximal bottleneck” spanning
tree rooted at a given vertex.
Since increasing throughput is more important than reducing delay in
one-way multimedia delivery, it is desirable to have a distributed algorithm
that finds a tree with “maximal throughput.” However, this is not a straightforward task due to the difficulties described below.
The first is the result of a fundamental limitation of today’s Internet,
namely: there is no simple mechanism to measure the bandwidth available to a
flow between two nodes. Generally, many packets need to be sent to detect the
congestion status of a path as well as how much bandwidth a flow can use without adversely affecting other flows. In other words, bandwidth measurement
requires a lot more traffic than delay measurement in the Internet. Therefore,
in designing the distributed algorithm, we should avoid measuring the bandwidth of too many logical links. Thus, the first difficulty we encounter is how
to choose logical links that need to be measured. If we choose too few, we
may be unable to find an optimal tree due to insufficient information. On the
8

other hand, if we choose too many, there would be substantial measurement
overhead on the network.
Another difficulty is node failures. Because overlay multicast depends
on participating nodes, which are user machines, rather than routers, it is
likely that many nodes leave the multicast group during a session. Losing some
nodes would definitely change the optimal tree; thus the algorithm should be
designed to be adaptive, with the ability to re-compute a new optimal tree
without too much additional overhead.
This chapter presents a distributed algorithm that builds a tree in which
the average receiving rate, computed over all receivers in the tree, is maximized. Convergence of the tree to an optimal tree is proved under certain network model assumptions. Protocols that implement the proposed distributed
algorithm are then designed to address the difficulties discussed above. In the
protocols, each node measures bandwidth from at most O(log n) nodes, where
n is the number of nodes in the tree. The distribution tree is continuously updated as it converges towards an optimal tree. When there is a node failure,
the protocols will adapt and the distribution tree will start converging towards
a new optimal tree.
The algorithm is evaluated experimentally by simulation. Simulation
results show that significant bandwidth gain is obtained within a relatively
short time duration. The optimal tree derived achieves an average receiving
rate (per receiver) as much as 30 times that of a random tree depending on
the network configuration. The simulation results also demonstrate how the
9

average receiving rate increases as the distribution tree evolves. For a topology
consisting of 51 end hosts and 100 routers, it takes about eighty seconds to
get close to the maximum. Considering the usual playback time of audio and
video streams, we believe this is reasonably fast.

2.1

Network Model
It is difficult to find a simple model capturing all aspects of the Internet.

In building a streaming media distribution tree, however, our main concern
is bandwidth. In other words, our goal is to find a tree that provides the
largest (available) bandwidth we can utilize. Accordingly, the development of
a network model focuses on this aspect.
Even when we limit our concern to bandwidth only, there are still many
factors to be considered. Available bandwidth is determined by many parameters. In particular, the available bandwidth between two nodes is a function of
the underlying Internet topology and existing traffic. Based upon the following observations, we abstract away detailed topology and traffic information
in our network model.2
• Usually access links are bottlenecks causing congestion while backbone
links are loss-free [51].
• An access link has incoming and outgoing bandwidths that do not affect
2

This abstraction is needed by the theorems in Section 2.2, but not by the protocol
implementation in Section 2.3.
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each other.
An access link means a link that connects a host or its local area network
to the network of its ISP. We use these observations to simplify our model.
Since congestion occurs mainly on access links, we assume that the bandwidth
available to a flow between two nodes is determined by the congestion status
of the access links of the nodes. The links in between add delay, but do not
limit the bandwidth of the flow. Based on these observations, we propose an
abstract model.
2.1.1

Abstract model
node i

b out
i

b in
i
Internet

Figure 2.1: Abstract network model
A visual representation of our model is shown in Figure 2.1. A node is
connected to the Internet through an access link, which has a pair of parameters: incoming and outgoing bandwidths. The incoming bandwidth of a node
is the bandwidth from the ISP to the node, and the outgoing bandwidth is the
bandwidth from the node to its ISP. In Figure 2.1, bin
i represents the incoming
bandwidth of the access link of node i, and bout
the outgoing bandwidth. A
i
configuration of our network model is defined to be M = (N, B), where N is
out
a set of nodes and B is the set, {(bin
i , bi ), i ∈ N}. N has n + 1 elements: a
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sender and n receivers. For convenience in presenting algorithms, we assume
N = {0, 1, 2, . . . , n}, where 0 represents the sender, and {1, 2, . . . , n} receivers.
Consider a distribution tree consisting of the nodes in N. The root
of the tree is node 0, the sender. An intermediate node in the tree has one
incoming connection from its parent and one or more outgoing connections to
its children. We assume that the outgoing link bandwidth is allocated equally
to its children. Let ci denote the number of children of node i. We make the
following assumption on bi,j , the edge bandwidth from node i to a child node
j, for every edge in the distribution tree.

out
Each node i is characterized by bin
i and bi


in
such that if node j is a child of node i in the tree, then bi,j = min c1i bout
,
b
i
j ,

Edge Bandwidth Assumption

where i = 0, 1, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, and i 6= j.

If backbone links are not congested, then the bottleneck between two
nodes should be one of the access links at either end. Therefore, we abstract
away Internet topology and traffic by this assumption, and consider only access
link bandwidths in our abstract model. (This abstraction is used by our theorems in section 2.2. In our protocol implementation, described in section 2.3,
bi,j is obtained by measuring the available bandwidth from node i to node j.)
The three quantities defined above are determined by access link characteristics. We define two more quantities in the context of a distribution tree.
The incoming (receiving) rate of node i is defined to be the minimum of edge
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bandwidths on the path from the root node to node i:
riin = min bik−1 ,ik
k=1,...,l

(2.1)

where (0 = i0 , i1 , . . . , il = i) is a path from the root node 0 to node i. The
outgoing (sending) rate of node i is defined as follows.
riout



in 1 out
= min ri , bi
ci

(2.2)

Table 2.1 summarizes the variables we have defined in this section.
Variable
bin
i
bout
i
bi,j
riin
riout
ci

Description
incoming access link bandwidth of node i
outgoing access link bandwidth of node i
edge bandwidth from node i to node j
incoming rate of node i
outgoing rate of node i
number of children of node i
Table 2.1: Variables

2.1.2

Fair Contribution Requirement
The centralized and distributed algorithms presented in section 2.2 are

“greedy” algorithms. For these algorithms, in order for the distribution tree
to converge to a global optimum, rather than a local optimum, the following
condition is needed.3
3

See proof of Theorem 2.2.1 in Section 2.2.1.
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Fair Contribution Requirement

in
If bin
i > bj , then

1 out
b
ci i

>

1 out
b ,
cj j

for

i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, i 6= j.
This requirement states that a node that receives more should provide
more to each of its children. Suppose this requirement is not satisfied by a
node that has a large incoming access link bandwidth and, relatively, a very
small outgoing access link bandwidth. (This is typical of an ADSL access
link.) If this node is placed high (closer to the root) in the distribution tree,
selected by the greedy approach on the basis of its large incoming bandwidth
without regard to its small outgoing bandwidth, then it is possible that the
tree would fail to converge to the global optimum. Thus, before using one
of the algorithms in section 2.2 to find a distribution tree, the values of bin
i
and bout
i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n should be chosen such that the Fair Contribution
Requirement is satisfied.
In particular, for a node with an ADSL access link, the incoming bandwidth should be reduced to a value such that the node’s incoming and outgoing
bandwidth values conform to the Fair Contribution Requirement. On the other
hand, if a node, say i, has a very large outgoing access link bandwidth relative
to its incoming access link bandwidth, it would be desirable to choose a large
value for ci so long as the Fair Contribution Requirement is not violated.
We name this requirement “Fair Contribution” because, assuming that
ci is the same, for all i, the requirement states that a node that receives more
from the system should provide more to the system. We consider this to be a
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basic fairness principle for peer-to-peer networks.
2.1.3

Tree evaluation
The incoming rate of each receiver is a good measure for evaluating a

distribution tree, because it represents the amount of data that can be delivered from the root to the receiver per unit time. Given a network model
M = (N, B) and a tree consisting of the nodes in N, we can compute the
incoming rate for every node except the root. A list of these rates is called a
rate vector :
R = (r1in, r2in , . . . , rnin) .

(2.3)

Note that each tree has an associated rate vector.
We can compare distribution trees by comparing their rate vectors.
However, it is difficult to determine which vector is better. The best vector for
one receiver is not necessarily the best for another. We can define a partial order as follows: For rate vectors, R1 = (r11 , r21 , . . . , rn1 ) and R2 = (r12 , r22 , . . . , rn2 ),
R1 ≥ R2 if and only if ri1 ≥ ri2 for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. With the partial order,
although we do not know in general which rate vector is “best,” it should be
clear that if there is a best vector, it must be a rate vector that is not less
than any other rate vector. However, for a given network model M, there are
usually more than one such “locally optimum” rate vectors. Trying to find one
of these is too conservative a strategy. If we stop after finding a rate vector
that is not less than any other, we may overlook another that increases a large
amount of rate for one receiver by sacrificing a little for another. To take the
15

overall rate increase into account, we will evaluate a distribution tree by its
P
average incoming rate n1 ni=1 riin. In the next section, we present a centralized

algorithm and then a distributed algorithm to find a distribution tree that

maximizes the average incoming rate of receivers.

2.2

Optimal Tree Algorithms
We define an optimal distribution tree to be a tree that maximizes

the average incoming rate of a receiver. Given an abstract network model,
M = (N, B), we can find an optimal distribution tree by enumerating all
trees. However, it is an infeasible approach even with a reasonable size N
since there are exponentially many trees. We need more efficient algorithms
to find an optimal tree.
In this section, we will first present a centralized algorithm and prove
that it computes an optimal tree. Next we present a distributed version of the
algorithm and prove that it converges to a tree that has the same rate vector
as the optimal tree computed by the centralized algorithm. That is, the tree
obtained by the distributed algorithm also maximizes the average incoming
rate of a receiver.
2.2.1

Centralized algorithm
Figure 2.2 shows the centralized algorithm to find an optimal distri-

bution tree. X is a set of nodes that can accommodate more children, and
Y a set of nodes that are not added to the tree yet. Initially, only node 0,
16

Centralized-Optimal-Tree
1 T ←∅
2 X ← {0}
3 Y ← N − {0}
4 r0in ← ∞
5 while Y 6= ∅
6
do v ← a node in X such that rvout = maxi∈X riout
in
7
w ← a node in Y such that bin
w = maxi∈Y bi
8
T ← T ∪ {(v, w)}
9
X ← X ∪ {w}
10
Y ← Y − {w}
11
if |{x|(v, x) ∈ T }| = cv
12
then X ← X − {v}
13 return T
Figure 2.2: Centralized algorithm
the root node, is in X, and all other nodes are in Y . In each iteration, the
algorithm selects a node that can provide the highest outgoing rate in X, and
a node that has the highest incoming access link bandwidth in Y . The edge
connecting them is then added to the tree T . If the node selected in X cannot
accept a child any more, it is deleted from X.
This algorithm is similar to the centralized algorithm in [12] in that
both algorithms are based upon the greedy method [13]. However, both our
abstract model and objective function for optimization are different from the
ones in [12].
Theorem 2.2.1.

With Edge Bandwidth Assumption and Fair Contribution

Requirement,
Centralized-Optimal-Tree yields a tree T that maximizes the average
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incoming rate

1
n

Pn

in
i=1 ri .

Proof Let T be the tree built with Centralized-Optimal-Tree and R =
(r1in , r2in, . . . , rnin) its rate vector. Suppose that T ∗ is a tree that maximizes the
∗

∗

∗

average incoming rate and that its rate vector is R∗ = (r1in , r2in , . . . , rnin ).
Without loss of generality, we assume that (1, 2, . . . , n) is the order in which
receiver nodes are added to the tree T by the algorithm. We will show that T ∗
can be transformed into T without changing the average incoming rate, which
proves that T also maximizes the average incoming rate.
We use induction on the number of steps in transforming T ∗ into T .
Let Tk denote the transformed tree after k steps. Then we prove that Tk has
the following properties for all k, where 0 ≤ k ≤ n.
P1. The subgraph consisting of nodes 0, 1, . . . , k and edges between them in
Tk is equal to the corresponding subgraph in T .
P2. The average incoming rate of Tk is equal to that of T ∗ .
The base case is trivial. After step 0, the transformed tree T0 is T ∗
itself. Clearly, both P1 and P2 are satisfied by T0 .
Induction hypothesis: Tk−1 satisfies both P1 and P2.
Given the hypothesis, we will show how to construct Tk that satisfies
both P1 and P2.
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′

′

′

Let the rate vector of Tk−1 be R′ = (r1in , r2in , . . . , rnin ). By the induction
′

hypothesis, riin = riin for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. The comparison of rkin and rkin
′

′

′

gives two cases: (i) rkin < rkin and (ii) rkin ≥ rkin . We first show that (i) leads
to a contradiction.
Assuming (i), let node j be the first node on the path from the root to
node k in Tk−1 that is not in {0, 1, 2, . . . , k − 1}. If j = k, k’s parent in Tk−1
must be in {0, . . . , k − 1}, and have an outgoing rate larger than k’s parent in
T to satisfy (i). This is impossible because k’s parent should have the largest
outgoing rate among the remaining nodes when it is selected by Line 6. If
′

′

j > k, then rjin ≥ rkin because k is j’s descendant. From this and (i), we
′

conclude rjin > rkin, which means j should have been chosen by Line 7 instead
of k in building T . It contradicts the assumption that T is obtained by the
algorithm.
Since (i) is impossible, (ii) must hold. Consider k’s position in T .
(Case 1) If the same position in Tk−1 is empty, then Tk satisfying P1 is
obtained by moving k’s subtree (a tree rooted at k) to that empty position in
Tk−1 . This move does not decrease any incoming rate for nodes in k’s subtree
because of (ii). Note that no tree can have a larger average incoming rate
than that of T ∗ because T ∗ is an optimal tree. Since P2 in the induction
hypothesis guarantees that the average incoming rates of Tk−1 and T ∗ are
equal, Tk cannot have a larger average incoming rate than that of Tk−1 . Thus
the average incoming rate of Tk must be equal to that of Tk−1 , which proves
that Tk satisfies P2.
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(Case 2) If k’s position in T is occupied by node l in Tk−1 , there are
two possibilities depending on whether k is l’s descendant or not.
(Case 2–1) If k is l’s descendant, Tk satisfying P1 is obtained by exchanging k and l in Tk−1 . As we have shown in Case 1, the average incoming
rate of Tk cannot exceed that of Tk−1 due to the induction hypothesis (P2).
Therefore, to prove that Tk satisfies P2, it suffices to show that the average
incoming rate of Tk is larger than or equal to that of Tk−1 .
By (ii), k’s incoming rate does not decrease. Since k and its location
have been selected in Lines 6 and 7 to maximize the incoming rate of the
chosen node, we know the following inequality holds.
rkin ≥ rlin

′

in
Besides, since k is selected in Line 7, bin
k ≥ bl and accordingly

(2.4)
1 out
b
ck k

≥

1 out
b
cl l

by the Fair Contribution Requirement. This and Eq. 2.4 imply that rkout ≥ rlout
by definition (Eq. 2.2). Therefore, the incoming rates of the nodes on the path
from l to k in Tk−1 do not decrease. There is also no change to the incoming
rates of k’s descendants in Tk−1 because their ancestors remain same except
the order. The only concern is node l.
To calculate l’s new incoming rate, suppose that p and q are parents of
l and k in Tk−1 , respectively. The left tree in Figure 2.3 represents Tk−1 , and
the right Tk . The area surrounded with a dotted line is the common part of
T and Tk−1 , and contains nodes 1, 2, . . . , k − 1.
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Figure 2.3: Converted trees
′

′

Then rpout = rpout ≥ rqout by the algorithm. Because the new incoming

′
rate of l is min rqout , bin
by the Edge Bandwidth Assumption, there are two
l
′

cases depending on which value is the smaller. If rqout ≥ bin
l , l’s new incoming

rate after exchange will be bin
l , which is not less than the previous value because
′

l cannot get more than its incoming bandwidth. If rqout < bin
l , l’s new incoming
′

′

in
rate will be rqout , which is equal to rkin , since bin
l ≤ bk by Line 7. In this case

the net effect for k’s and l’s incoming rates is as follows.
(k’s rate change) + (l’s rate change)


′
′
′
= (rkin − rkin ) + rkin − rlin ≥ 0

(by Eq. 2.4)

Therefore Tk satisfies both P1 and P2 for Case 2–1.
(Case 2–2) If k is not l’s descendant, Tk satisfying P1 is obtained by
exchanging k’s subtree and l’s subtree in Tk−1 . As in Case 2–1, we will prove
that Tk satisfies P2 by showing that the average incoming rate of Tk is larger
than or equal to that of Tk−1 .
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As we showed in Case 2–1, k’s incoming rate does not decrease by
exchange. Accordingly, the incoming rates of k’s descendants do not decrease.
We also showed that the sum of k’s and l’s incoming rates does not decrease.
Thus, it suffices to show that the incoming rates of l’s descendants do not
decrease.
Before calculating the incoming rate changes of l’s descendants, we
claim
′
rqout



in 1 out
≥ min bk , bk
.
ck

(2.5)

If not, there exists in Tk−1 a bottleneck node m on the path from 0 to q such
′

′

′

out
that rm
is equal to rqout and m’s parent has a larger outgoing rate than rqout .

(m can be q itself.) It means we can achieve a higher average incoming rate
by exchanging node m and node k, which contradicts that Tk−1 maximizes the
average incoming rate (P2).
We know bin
≤ bin
l
k by Line 7, and accordingly

1 out
b
cl l

≤

1 out
b
ck k

by
′

the Fair Contribution Requirement. By this and Eq. 2.5, we get rqout ≥


in 1 out
min bl , cl bl . Since q provides a higher rate than l can forward to its

children, the incoming rates of l’s descendants do not decrease. Therefore, Tk
satisfies both P1 and P2 for Case 2–2.

We have proved the inductive step for Tk . By induction, Tn has the
same average incoming rate as T ∗ . Since Tn = T by P1, T is a tree that
maximizes the average bandwidth.
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Distributed-Optimal-Tree
⊲ Code for node x (0 ≤ x ≤ n).
1 periodic probe:
2
choose a random ancestor a ∈ A
3
if min(rain , ba,x ) > rxin
out
4
then send hprobe; x, rxin , bin
x , bx , cx i to a
out
5 upon receiving hprobe; y, ryin , bin
y , by , cy i:
6
if y 6∈ C and ryin < rxout

7
8
9
10
11
12
13



1 out
then if |C| < cx or minv∈C rvout < min rxout , bin
y , c y by

then NewChild ← y
else if minv∈C bx,v > ryin
then m ← a random child
out
send hprobe; y, ryin , bin
y , by , cy i to node m
else ignore the hprobei message
else ignore the hprobei message

14 upon receiving hchild, yi or NewChild 6= Nil:
15
if NewChild 6= Nil
16
then y ← NewChild
17
NewChild ← Nil
18
C ← C ∪ {y}
19
if |C| > cx
20
then find l such that bx,l = minv∈C bx,v
21
C ← C − {l}
22
if y 6= l
23
then send haccept; xi to y
24
find i such that bx,i = maxv∈C bx,v
25
send hchild; li to node i
26
else send haccept; xi to y
27 upon receiving haccept; yi:
28
send hleave; xi to node p
29
p←y
30 upon receiving hleave; yi:
31
C ← C − {y}

Figure 2.4: Distributed algorithm
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2.2.2

Distributed algorithm
In a distributed version of our algorithm, each node maintains O(log n)

states about its ancestors in the tree. The distributed algorithm is specified
by the actions of each node, presented in Figure 2.4, where node x denotes
some node in N. State variables maintained by node x are shown in Table 2.2.
Protocol messages sent and received between nodes are shown in Table 2.3.
Variable
p
C
A
bin
x
bout
x
bx,c
cx
rxin
rxout
ba,x
rain

Description
parent
set of children
set of ancestors
incoming access link bandwidth of node x
outgoing access link bandwidth of node x
bandwidth from node x to a child c (c ∈ C)
maximum number of children
incoming rate of node x
outgoing rate of node x
bandwidth from an ancestor a to node x (a ∈ A)
incoming rate of an ancestor a (a ∈ A)
Table 2.2: State variables of node x

Message
Sender
out
hprobe; i, riin , bin
i , bi , cy i
i or receiver’s parent
hchild; ii
receiver’s parent
haccept; ii
i
hleave; ii
i

Meaning
The receiver is asked to be a new parent of node i.
The receiver is asked to accept node i as a child.
Node i has accepted the receiver as its child.
Node i is no longer a child of the receiver.

Table 2.3: Messages of Distributed-Optimal-Tree (0 ≤ i ≤ n)
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Initially, we assume that the state variables, p and C, in each node have
been assigned values such that the nodes in N form a random tree rooted at
node 0. The variables, p and C, are updated as shown in code for node x
out
in Figure 2.4. In our abstract network model, bin
i , bi , and ci , are known

constants, for all i ∈ N, and they satisfy the Fair Contribution Requirement.
Also, bi,j , for all i, j ∈ N, are known constants, and they satisfy the Edge
Bandwidth Assumption. (In our protocol implementation of the distributed
algorithm, presented in Section 2.3, we describe several protocols that provide
node x with up-to-date values of its variables.)
The code for node x in Figure 2.4 consists of five parts. In the first
part (Lines 1–4), node x chooses an ancestor randomly. Random choice does
not compromise algorithm correctness as long as the root node has nonzero
probability to be chosen. It only affects how fast a tree converges to an optimal
distribution tree. If the chosen ancestor can be a better parent than its current
one, node x sends a hprobei message to the ancestor. The second part (Lines 5–
13) describes the actions taken when a node receives a hprobei message. If the
node cannot provide a higher rate than the current incoming rate of the probing
node, the message is discarded. If it has room for a new child or the probing
node is able to provide a higher rate to child nodes than one of the children
of x, it accepts the probing node by setting NewChild to the probing node,
which activates the third part of its code. Otherwise, the hprobei message is
forwarded to a node chosen randomly among its children. The reception of a
hchildi message is handled in the third part (Lines 14–26). The new node is
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added to the children set, and the worst child (lowest edge bandwidth) is cut
and forwarded to the best child. The fourth part (Lines 27–29) handles the
reception of an haccepti message from a new parent, and the last part (Lines
30–31) handles the reception of a hleavei message from a child.
Theorem 2.2.2.

With Edge Bandwidth Assumption and Fair Contribution

Requirement,
Distributed-Optimal-Tree makes the distribution tree converge to a tree
that has the same rate vector as the one obtained with Centralized-OptimalTree.

Proof Let T be the tree constructed by Centralized-Optimal-Tree.
We first prove a stronger version of the theorem under the assumption that
all incoming and outgoing bandwidths are distinct. The stronger version is
that, with Distributed-Optimal-Tree, a tree rooted at node 0 converges
to T . Without loss of generality, we assume that (1, 2, . . . , n) is the order
in which receiver nodes are added to T by Centralized-Optimal-Tree.
We use induction on the node sequence (0, 1, . . . , n). The base case is trivial, because node 0 is the same for both Distributed-Optimal-Tree and
Centralized-Optimal-Tree.
Induction hypothesis: Distributed-Optimal-Tree has constructed
a tree T ′ such that the tree (embedded in T ′ ) consisting of nodes 0, 1, . . . , k − 1
and edges between them is the same as the corresponding tree embedded in
T.
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Given the hypothesis, we will show that T ′ evolves into a tree such
that nodes 0, 1, . . . , k satisfy the same condition as in the hypothesis. We note
that none of nodes 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 will move because their hprobei messages are
discarded in Lines 6–7 of the distributed algorithm.
Consider node k in T ′ . If k is already at the same position in T ′ as it
is in T , the induction step is done. Otherwise, k’s incoming rate in T ′ must
be lower than k’s incoming rate in T because T is an optimal tree and all
bandwidths are distinct (no tie). Eventually k sends a hprobei message to 0
because 0 clearly satisfies the condition in Line 3 if k is not at an optimal
position. (Sending a hprobei message to a non-root ancestor can accelerate
the convergence, without compromising this proof.) k cannot receive more
in T ′ than it does in T because all such positions are filled out by nodes
1, 2, . . . , k − 1. However, it keeps sending hprobei messages until it reaches k’s
parent in T . Since k is the best node among the remaining ones, k beats any
other node in Line 7 and moves to its optimal position.
We have proved the inductive step. By induction on the node sequence
0, 1, . . . , n, each node moves into its optimal position, resulting in forming a
tree equal to T .
If bandwidths are not distinct, we may encounter ties. Exchanging
nodes with the same incoming and outgoing bandwidths, however, does not
affect their incoming rates. Therefore, Distributed-Optimal-Tree makes
an arbitrary tree converge to a tree with the same rate vector as T .
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2.3

Optimal Tree Protocol
We have proved that Distributed-Optimal-Tree finds an optimal

tree for the abstract network model. To implement the algorithm, however,
several protocols are needed to initialize state variables in each node and measure up-to-date values of these variables, namely: the Join protocol, the Edge
Bandwidth Measurement protocol, the Bottleneck Discovery protocol, and the
Ancestor Token protocol.
2.3.1

Joins
The distributed algorithm is assumed to begin with a tree consisting of

all participating nodes, which is unrealistic. For implementation, we provide
the Join protocol which specifies how a joining node finds an existing tree node
to which it attaches as a child.
For streaming media distribution, we assume that each joining node
knows the root (sender) address, which can be obtained through an out-ofband channel, such as WWW. When the root receives a join request from a
node, say x, x 6= 0, the root accepts x as a child if the root has fewer children
than c0 . Otherwise, the root replies to the request with the address of one of
its children, say node i. Then the joining node sends a join request to i. The
above procedure repeats until the joining node is accepted by some node in
the tree. With this protocol, the processing overhead of a join is distributed
over all nodes and the sender’s load is much reduced. Note that this protocol
allows a joining node to join the tree if it knows the address of any existing
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node in the tree. Therefore, the sender’s load can be further reduced by simply
announcing addresses of other tree nodes, in addition to the sender, over the
out-of-band channel.
When the request of a joining node, say x, is accepted by a tree node,
say y, y sends to x a range of sequence numbers indicating the part of the
data stream currently available from y. Then x sends to y a chosen starting
sequence number in the range, and y starts data transmission. After joining
the tree, the state variables of x (1 ≤ x ≤ n) are initialized as follows: p = y,
out
in
out
cx = 2, C = ∅, A = ∅, bin
x = bx = ∞, and rx = rx = 0. The root node has

the same initial values except one: r0in = ∞. After initialization, node x can
begin executing the algorithm in Figure 2.4 to try to find its optimal position
in the tree.
2.3.2

Tree information update
To run Distributed-Optimal-Tree, state variables in node x that

were assumed to be up-to-date in the algorithm should be explicitly measured
or calculated. We describe several more protocols and explain below how to
estimate these variables.

Edge bandwidth bx,c

The edge bandwidth from a node x to its child node

c is measured with the Edge Bandwidth Measurement protocol. To avoid
introducing extra traffic, this protocol measures bandwidth from actual data
transmission. When the data stream is forwarded on the distribution tree
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from node x to node c, x transmits data packets using the congestion control
mechanism of TCP.4 In the data stream, there are marker packets, or markers,
inserted by the root. In between two consecutive markers, 32 kB of data are
transmitted. A marker has three fields: seq from, seq to, and r in. The
last field, r in, is the incoming rate of the node who sends the marker; this
field, updated at every node, is used by the Bottleneck Discovery protocol to
be described below. seq from and seq to are set by the root and they do not
change. They contain the sequence numbers of the data packet following this
marker, and the data packet preceding the next marker.
When node c receives a marker, the time is recorded. Then node c
tries to determine when it finishes receiving the 32 kB of data packets that
follow this marker. The finishing time is detected either by the arrival of the
next marker or a data packet whose sequence number is larger than or equal
to seq to. Node c calculates throughput from the amount of data received
divided by the elapsed time from receiving the marker to receiving the last data
packet. Node c then sends to x a protocol message containing the smaller of
this throughput value and bin
x . This smaller value is used as an estimate of
bx,c at both nodes. Edge bandwidth measurements are carried out by node c
for every data interval in between consecutive markers. (Note that in node x,
until it has receive bx,c from c for the first time, c is excluded whenever node
x compares its children to select one of them in the distributed algorithm.)
4

Our data transport protocol does not use other features of TCP, such as reliability.
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Throughput is a convenient metric for available bandwidth, used in
some previous studies [22, 28]. Other available bandwidth estimation methods
[19, 27] can also be used instead in our protocols. A disadvantage of using
throughput to estimate bandwidth is that x should have received all of the
data packets between two markers before it forwards the first marker to c.
Otherwise, data transmission rate may be limited by the receiving rate of x,
rather than the bandwidth between x and c. It certainly increases latency.
Although we can avoid this latency by using dummy data to measure bx,c , we
let x wait to use the actual data stream because our protocols are designed
for bandwidth-intensive applications.

Outgoing access link bandwidth bout
bout
x
x is estimated as follows.
 cx P
out
c∈C bx,c if C 6= ∅
|C|
(2.6)
bx =
∞
otherwise
where C is x’s set of children. When |C| = cx , the above estimate is simply
the total edge bandwidth and might be inaccurate if the outgoing access link is
not saturated. At an intermediate node in a distribution tree, there is usually
more outgoing traffic than incoming traffic because the node has more than one
child. Besides, an access link with more outgoing bandwidth than incoming
bandwidth is rare. Therefore outgoing links are likely to be congested and
the total edge bandwidth would be a good estimate for the outgoing access
link bandwidth. When |C| < cx , the above formula tends to overestimate bout
x
and accordingly gives an advantage to x in finding its position in the tree.
However, in the case that x is located higher in the tree than it should be, x
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has a higher probability to get a new child. Eventually C of x becomes full
and the inaccuracy is corrected.

Number of children cx and incoming access link bandwidth bin
x

Ini-

tially cx is set to 2. To satisfy Fair Contribution Requirement, bin
x is assigned to
be

1 out
b .
cx x

Although this is a stronger condition than that in Fair Contribution

Requirement, it is simple and easy to implement. In this case, if node x is
willing to support more children without reducing its current incoming rate,
it can increase cx while not violating Fair Contribution Requirement so long
as the following condition is satisfied.
bin
x =

1 out
b > rxin
cx x

(2.7)

The reason is as follows. When x increases cx , it should decrease bin
x to the
new value of

1 out
b
cx x

to satisfy Fair Contribution Requirement. The reduced

bin
x might cause the optimal position of x to be moved to another position by
the algorithm. However, rxin remains unchanged, since any node y on the path
in
from the root to x has a higher or equal incoming bandwidth, i.e. bin
y ≥ bx .

Because

1 out
b
cy y

in
= bin
y ≥ bx , the new incoming rate of x is limited only by its

own incoming bandwidth, bin
x , which by Eq. 2.7 is not smaller than the previous
incoming rate of x.

Incoming rate rxin

The incoming rate of node x is provided by our Bottle-

neck Discovery protocol as follows. As mentioned in the presentation of edge
bandwidth measurements, the root node sends a marker packet periodically.
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The last field of the marker, r in, is set to “infinity” by the root. When a
node, say i, receives the marker from its parent p, it compares r in in the
marker and bp,i measured by i. If bp,i is smaller, i overwrites r in with bp,i ;
otherwise, it is left unchanged. The updated marker is then forwarded by i to
its child nodes. Thus, after the marker reaches node x and has been updated
by x, r in contains the minimum edge bandwidth on the path from the root
to node x, which is rxin .
Outgoing rate rxout

out
When node x has rxin , bout
is obtained
x , and cx , rx

directly from Eq. 2.2.

Ancestor information A, rain , ba,x

State variables containing information

about ancestors are used only in the first part (Lines 1–4) of DistributedOptimal-Tree, where node x finds an ancestor, say a, to probe. The edge
bandwidth ba,x should be known in Line 3 for x to decide if ancestor a can
provide a higher rate. Since each node knows edge bandwidths from its parent
to itself and from itself to its children only from the Edge Bandwidth Measurement protocol, ba,x needs to be measured separately. A concern is that
measuring ba,x may overwhelm node a if many descendants ask a to perform
measurement simultaneously. So, instead of letting x choose a arbitrarily, we
design the Ancestor Token protocol which takes care of choosing an ancestor
in Line 2 and measuring ba,x in Line 3 of the algorithm.
In the Ancestor Token protocol, node a sends out a token (packet)
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whenever a has one or more children. The token contains rain . The token is
passed to a’s descendants as follows. When node a issues a token, it selects
a child randomly, and passes the token to the child. When node x receives a
token from a, it also passes the token to a randomly selected child if a is its
parent. Otherwise, it either keeps the token with probability p, or forwards
the token to a randomly selected child with probability 1 − p. If x is a leaf
node, it always keeps the token. Keeping the token means that x choose a in
Line 2. While x has the token from a, it is entitled to measure ba,x . Note that
x retrieves rain from the token, which is needed in Line 3.
The measurement procedure is similar to the one in the Edge Bandwidth Measurement protocol. Each node is expected to store in its buffer at
least two consecutive marker packets and all data packets in between them.
Node x sends a protocol message to a requesting measurement and data transmission to x. Then a transmits the first marker, data packets, and last marker.
(Note that the markers carry rain needed by x.) ba,x is estimated as in the Edge
Bandwidth Measurement protocol. One difference is that the end of data
transmission is detected by timeout in case the second marker is lost.
After ba,x has been measured or the token is lost (detected by timeout),
a is ready to issue a new one. By adjusting how often tokens are issued, each
node can control the amount of traffic used for bandwidth measurement from
itself to descendants.
After getting rain and ba,x , x runs the remaining part (Lines 3–4) of
the algorithm. Note that the Ancestor Token protocol removes the need for
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keeping information on ancestors. That is, A is no longer needed to run the
algorithm, and rain and ba,x are provided or measured when needed. Therefore
the amount of information kept by each node is O(cx ).
2.3.3

Node leaves and failures
In overlay multicast, we should pay more attention to node failures,

because end systems are less reliable than routers in IP multicast. Therefore,
it is critical to have address information about ancestor nodes. In our implementation, an important side effect when a node issues a token packet is
propagating the node’s address to descendant nodes. When a node has lost its
parent, it is desirable for the node to contact its closest ancestor in the tree.
We add a field called distance into the token packet to enable each node
to construct a path from the root to itself. distance is initially set to 0 by
the node issuing a token, and incremented by one by every node receiving it.
Each node caches a list of ancestors containing their addresses and distances.
Note that these are soft states to help recovery from node failures; with the
Ancestor Token protocol, there is no longer any need for A in our algorithm
implementation. If a node detects the loss of its parent by timeout, it sends
a join message to nodes in its ancestor cache starting from the closest one. In
the case of a voluntary leave, a leaving node sends its parent’s address to all
its children, so that they can send join messages to their grandparent.
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2.3.4

Rate adaptation
In an optimal distribution tree, a node farther from the root has a lower

incoming rate. Thus it may be necessary for a node to make the data stream
forwarded to its child have a lower rate than the rate of the data stream it
receives. A straightforward way to deal with this situation is to transcode
the data stream whenever its rate should be lowered [36]. However, it may
impose too much processing overhead on nodes. A better solution is to use
hierarchical encoding.
Multimedia data are often encoded in layers, such that the sender provides a base layer and many enhancement layers. A receiver then subscribes
to the base layer and upper layers to the extent allowed by its incoming rate.
If a server makes as many layers as receivers, then every receiver can fully
utilize its available bandwidth. On the other hand, with a small number of
layers, a tree topology change might not lead to quality improvement if the
new incoming rate of a node does not exceed the cumulative rate of the next
layer. However, Yang et al. have shown that 80% of the average incoming rate
can be utilized with a few (4 or 5) layers if the rates of layers are chosen carefully [52]. This indicates that available bandwidth increase is likely to improve
quality for receivers when layered encoding is used.

2.4

Evaluation of the Optimal Tree Protocol
To evaluate our protocols, we run simulations using several distribu-

tions of access link bandwidths. There are various types of access links rang36

ing from 56 kbps telephone lines to dedicated high-speed lines with bandwidth
higher than 1 Mbps. Distribution of access link bandwidths also varies. In
the simulations, we use the following distributions that include both slow
(< 56 kbps ≈ 0.05 Mbps) and fast (≥ 5 Mbps) links. Similar distributions
have been used in previous multicast studies [29, 52].
• A uniform distribution over the interval [0.05, 5).
• A normal distribution with mean 2 and standard deviation 2.
• A bimodal distribution consisting of two normal distributions.

The

means are 0.05 and 2.5, and the standard deviations are 0.02 and 2,
respectively. In our simulations, twenty percent of the receivers are selected from the first normal distribution.
2.4.1

How good is the optimal tree?
The first question to investigate is whether it is worthwhile to compute

an optimal tree. Randomly-constructed trees are compared with optimal trees
to show that an optimal tree actually increases the average incoming rate
significantly.
A random tree is a tree built with a given number of nodes, whose access
link bandwidths are drawn from one of the three distributions described above.
An optimal tree with the same set of nodes is computed using CentralizedOptimal-Tree. We plot the average incoming rates of both trees in Figure 2.5, with the number of nodes varied from 100 to 800. Each point in the
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Random Tree Average Incoming Rate

Figure 2.5: Optimal trees vs. random trees
figure represents the mean over ten simulations.
Though the actual values depend on distributions, an optimal tree has
a much higher average incoming rate than a random tree. With the bimodal
distribution, an optimal tree achieves a rate 30 times higher than the rate of
a random tree. Note that random trees with the bimodal distribution have
lower average incoming rates than those with the normal distribution, even
though the mean of the bimodal distribution is larger than that of the normal
distribution. The reason is that twenty percent of the nodes drawn from
the bimodal distribution have very small bandwidths. It means that a small
fraction of low bandwidth users can significantly slow down a large part of
the tree. In this case, tree improvement is critical for the performance of
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bandwidth-intensive multicast applications.
Another thing to notice in Figure 2.5 is that the average incoming rate
decreases (moves toward the origin) as the number of nodes increases. Such
decrease is more noticeable for random trees. The corresponding decrease for
optimal trees is, however, relatively small. Therefore, a tree with more nodes
gets more benefit by computing an optimal tree.
2.4.2

Convergence speed
Even when the average incoming rate of an optimal tree is much higher

than that of a random tree, how fast a random tree converges to an optimal tree
is more important in practice. In this section, we investigate factors related
to the convergence speed, especially the token keeping probability p and the
number of nodes.
The convergence speed is heavily dependent on how tokens are distributed, because they give each node chances to relocate itself. Token distribution is governed by the Ancestor Token protocol with parameter p, the
probability for a node to keep a token. Figure 2.6 shows how long it takes to
achieve 80% of the maximum average incoming rate with different p values.
Each point represents an average over ten runs. To measure elapsed time in
the simulations, we use a round as a time unit. A round is the period during which each node issues a token once. We assume that every node issues
tokens periodically. One round should be long enough for token propagation
and edge bandwidth measurement. We also assume that edge bandwidth mea39

surements are accurate in this section. The effect of inaccurate measurements
will be discussed in Section 2.4.3.
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Figure 2.6: Convergence time vs. p
As shown in Figure 2.6, p should be large in order for fast increase of
average incoming rate. With a small p, most tokens are used by leaf nodes, and
the majority of the probe messages caused by those tokens are discarded in the
second part (Lines 5–13) of Distributed-Optimal-Tree. In simulations
with p larger than 0.9, the speed gain in achieving 80% of the maximum
becomes negligible. So we use p = 0.9 in later simulations.
Figure 2.7 demonstrates how the average incoming rate changes over
time when p = 0.9. A tree has 500 nodes, and the average incoming rate of the
tree is normalized with respect to the maximum average incoming rate. The
evolution of average incoming rate looks similar for all bandwidth distributions.
Convergence to the maximum value takes hundreds of rounds. However, most
benefits of the algorithm can be achieved within a short duration, about 50
rounds. To show that convergence time is not sensitive to the number of nodes,
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Figure 2.7: Evolution of average incoming rate
we plot the normalized average incoming rate both at the beginning and after
50 rounds in Figure 2.8. The normalized average incoming rate of each point
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Figure 2.8: Average incoming rates at the beginning and after 50 rounds
is obtained by taking the average of 10 runs.
Again, all three trees with different bandwidth distributions show similar behaviors. Note that the average incoming rates after 50 rounds decreases
as the number of nodes increases from 100 to 800. However, the decrease speed
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is slow. The average incoming rate for 800 nodes is 10% less than that for 100
nodes. Besides, the initial average incoming rates also decrease as the number
of nodes increases; in fact, the amount of decrease is more than 30% from 100
nodes to 800 nodes. Therefore, the convergence speed is actually higher for a
larger group.
These simulations show that the benefits of an optimal tree are significant and that most of them are achievable within a relatively short time.
2.4.3

Bandwidth measurement errors
We assumed that edge bandwidth measurements are accurate in the

simulations presented in Section 2.4.2. In practice, however, edge bandwidth
measurements may contain errors. These errors would adversely affect our
protocols and lead to a sub-optimal tree.
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Figure 2.9: Measurement errors and achieved average incoming rate
In Figure 2.9, we investigate the impact of inaccurate bandwidth measurements on the average incoming rate. The tree has 500 nodes. Whenever a
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node measures an edge bandwidth, the value is drawn from the normal distribution with a mean value equal to the accurate edge bandwidth. We change
the coefficient of variation (CoV) of the normal distribution to vary the degree
of errors. The ratio of the average incoming rates (after 50 rounds) for trees
with inaccurate and accurate measurement is plotted in Figure 2.9.
The ratio of the average incoming rates decreases linearly as CoV increases. In order to achieve a ratio higher than 0.8, CoV should not exceed 0.3.
Some congestion control protocols designed to avoid sending rate fluctuations
have sending rate CoV lower than 0.3 [53]; therefore, the throughput of one
of these protocols would be suitable for edge bandwidth estimation in our algorithm implementation. Protocols with larger CoV like the AIMD (additive
increase/multiplicative decrease) protocol of TCP can also be used by having
sufficiently large measurement timescale to decrease CoV [18].
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Figure 2.10: Tree improvement with measured bandwidth

Figure 2.10 shows the average incoming rate traces using AIMD through43

put to estimate edge bandwidths. The simulations are run using the ns-2 simulator [17] for a topology generated with the Transit-Stub model of Georgia
Tech Internetwork Topology Models (GT-ITM) [6]. The topology contains
100 routers: 75 stub routers and 25 transit routers. 51 nodes are added to
the topology. One of them is the sender, and the other nodes are receivers.
Access link bandwidths are drawn from the uniform, normal, and bimodal
distributions described at the beginning of this section. Due to large variation in throughput measurements, the average incoming rate curves show large
fluctuations. One thing to notice is that the average incoming rate is much
lower than the average of the bandwidth distribution. The first reason is, as
we have mentioned before, that measurement errors result in a low average incoming rate. The second is that throughput measurements with 32 kB blocks
give a significantly lower value than the actual edge bandwidth, especially for
those with high bandwidth; a 32 kB block may fail to saturate such a high
bandwidth edge. Due to low link utilization, the measured edge bandwidth
becomes much lower than the actual value, and the average incoming rate is
also lower than it should be. However, the algorithm is still effective because
all it needs is relative comparison among edge bandwidths.
Even with the inaccurate bandwidth measurements, the curves in Figure 2.10 look similar to those in Figure 2.7. In Figure 2.10, the average incoming rate increases for about eighty seconds and stays at a relatively stable level.
Since the usual playback time of audio and video streams exceeds minutes and
even hours, we believe this is acceptable.
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2.5

Summary
Finding a good tree topology is critical for the performance of bandwidth-

intensive multicast applications. In this chapter, a distributed algorithm has
been proposed to build a tree in the application layer, and proved that it finds
an optimal tree, which maximizes the average incoming rate of receivers under
certain network model assumptions. Unlike other approaches using heuristics
to find a local optimum, the proposed algorithm is always heading towards the
global optimum. Protocols have been described to implement the algorithm
on the Internet. Since a node does not keep any hard state in our implementation, it is resilient to membership changes and failures. Any node can take
care of join requests in the same way as the root does, and can easily recover
from leaves or failures of other nodes.
The protocol implementation has room for improvement, especially in
bandwidth measurement. The AIMD throughput has large variations, caused
in part by short-term unfairness of the protocol and in part by interference from
other flows. The former is avoidable by adopting a more fair and smoother
protocol such as TFRC [21] and TEAR [43]. Because a basic assumption of
the proposed algorithm is that a node can measure the bandwidth between
another node and itself, a more accurate and stable estimation technique will
lead to better algorithm performance.
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Chapter 3
Detecting Network Bottlenecks

In general overlay networks, maximizing bandwidth is often not feasible
nor desirable. Each overlay connection needs a different amount of bandwidth,
and providing more than that may result in wasting the extra bandwidth.
Therefore, instead of assuming that access links are always bottlenecks, finding
bottlenecks dynamically and adjusting topology will be a better, more general
solution.
Knowledge of network bottlenecks can be used to improve the topology
of overlay networks significantly. If an overlay network is able to determine
which overlay connections are causing congestion by sharing the same link, it
can change the topology to avoid such bottlenecks. Such network congestion
of a link shared by multiple paths is called shared congestion.
Techniques for inferring shared congestion use two kinds of information
from feedback: packet loss and delay. Techniques based on packet loss assume
bursty packet loss [24, 45]. Thus, they work well with drop-tail queues and
lossy links, but are slow and inaccurate with low loss rate or with other queueing disciplines, such as RED (Random Early Detection). Techniques based on
delay [30, 45] show more robust behavior in such an environment. They are
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adequate for the case where two flows have a common source or a common destination. The major weakness of both kinds of techniques is that they require
that the two tested paths share an endpoint, usually at the source. Thus, they
cannot be used for general overlay networks.
In this chapter, a novel technique (delay correlation with wavelet denoising or DCW) to detect shared congestion between two Internet paths is
proposed. Like previous techniques, it is based on a simple observation: two
paths sharing congested links have high correlation between their one-way
delays. However, naı̈ve correlation measurements may be inaccurate, due to
random fluctuation of queueing delay and mild congestion on non-shared links.
In our technique, these interfering delay variations are filtered out with wavelet
denoising, a signal processing method for separating signal from noise.
The proposed technique is evaluated through extensive simulations and
Internet experiments. When two paths have a common source, for which previous approaches can also detect shared congestion, our technique shows fast
convergence with fewer packets. It takes at most 10 seconds to reach near 100%
accuracy with both drop-tail and RED queues, while previous techniques often
take longer or fail. We also show that our technique maintains its accuracy
without a common endpoint; more specifically, it tolerates a synchronization
offset between flows of up to one second, which is achievable on the Internet.
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3.1

Basic Shared Congestion Detection Technique
A basic technique introduced in this section detects shared congestion

using cross-correlation. This technique is effective when clocks of the nodes
measuring delay are synchronized and there is only one point of congestion.
With this as a basis, a general technique that tolerates a large synchronization
offset and allows multiple points of congestion is developed in Section 3.2.
3.1.1

Two-path model
DX
Xsrc

S

T
dS

Ysrc
dX

Xdst

Ydst

DY
= DX − dS , dY = DY − dS

Figure 3.1: Two paths sharing links
Two paths sharing links on the Internet are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Paths X from Xsrc to Xdst and Y from Ysrc to Ydst are sharing links between
S and T . Let the one-way delay of path X be DX , and that of path Y be
DY . Each of them has two components: dS , the delay from S to T , and the
remainder denoted by dX or dY .
DX = d S + d X
DY = d S + d Y

(3.1)

A key observation is that the delay of a congested link has large fluctuations due to queueing delay changes, while the delay of a link with light
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load is relatively stable. A persistently congested link may have stable delay
because its queue is persistently full. However, a measurement study shows
that packet loss processes caused by congestion are better thought of as spikes
rather than persistent congestion periods, and that loss runs of most spikes are
shorter than 220 ms [55]. It confirms that a congested link shows large fluctuations in delay. In order to detect shared congestion, we need to determine
whether such fluctuations occur between S and T .
3.1.2

Cross-correlation
Our basic technique is based on the observation that measured delays

of two paths show strong correlation if the paths share one or more congested
links, and little correlation if they do not share any congested links [45]. Suppose that paths X and Y in Figure 3.1 are sharing congested links between
S and T , and that the other links are lightly loaded. Then DX and DY will
show strong similarity, since the only strongly varying component dS is shared
by both paths. On the other hand, if congestion occurs on links other than
the links between S and T , DX and DY become independent.
We use the cross-correlation coefficient to measure such similarity. Let
{xi } and {yi} be one-way delay sequences of paths X and Y , respectively,
assuming that each hxi , yii pair was measured at the same time. Then their
cross-correlation coefficient XCORxy is defined as follows.
Pm

− x̄)(yi − ȳ)
Pm
2
2
i=1 (yi − ȳ)
i=1 (xi − x̄)

XCOR xy = pPm

i=1 (xi
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(3.2)

Note that XCOR xy = 1 if both dX and dY are constant and dS is not constant
(shared congestion), and XCOR xy = 0 if dS is constant and dX or dY varies
independently (no shared congestion). Of course, other network effects could
make XCORxy = 1 in the absence of shared congestion, or make XCOR xy = 0
in the presence of shared congestion. We follow earlier work by assuming that
this rarely happens [45]; further Internet experimentation is required.
One of the properties of the cross-correlation coefficient is that its value
is independent of any constant component of {xi } or {yi } and dominated
by components with large fluctuations. It matches well with our purpose to
determine if any of the shared links has large delay fluctuations. Also note
that, due to this property, no clock synchronization between the source and
destination nodes of paths X and Y is required in measuring one-way delay
between them. However, clock skew may affect measurement. We will examine
the effects of clock skew on shared congestion detection in Section 3.4.1.2. In
this section, we assume that there is no clock skew.
3.1.3

Basic technique implementation
The basic technique consists of two stages: sampling and processing.

In the sampling stage, Xsrc sends to Xdst a sequence of UDP packets with a
timestamp, starting at time t0 with its own clock. Each such UDP packet is
called a probe packet. Probe packets are sent at a constant rate until t0 + T ,
where T is the probe interval. On receiving a probe packet, Xdst calculates
one-way delay and sends it, with the original timestamp, back to Xsrc . Then
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Xsrc records the one-way delay together with the timestamp as a delay sample.
Missing samples are linearly interpolated from neighboring samples, because if
missing samples are discarded, Xi and Yi are very likely out of synchronization
from then on. The sampling stage ends when the last delay sample from Xdst
is received (or upon timeout if the last probe or the reply to it is lost). Ysrc
and Ydst also collect delay samples in the same way.
In the processing stage, the cross-correlation coefficient of two sequences
of delay samples is computed as defined in Eq. 3.2. The actual procedure to
gather delay sequences collected by different nodes is application-dependent.
For example, in application-layer multicast, a common ancestor node of Xsrc
and Ysrc in the multicast tree can gather and process delay sequences.
3.1.4

Limitations
Applicability of the basic technique is limited because it makes two

assumptions that generally do not hold for the Internet.
The first assumption is that the two delay sequences are synchronized.
Ideally, the basic technique expects packets measuring xi and yi to pass through
S at the same time. To achieve this, the endpoints would need precisely synchronized clocks, and to predict the delays from Xsrc and Ysrc to S. However,
one-way delays cannot be measured without network support, and network
clock synchronization protocols are not accurate enough for our purposes, since
they still allow errors up to half of the round-trip time between the nodes [39].
To quantify such synchronization errors, we define synchronization offset as
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the time difference between arrivals of two probe packets at S, one sent by Xsrc
at time t with Xsrc ’s clock and the other by Ysrc at time t with Ysrc ’s clock. As
the synchronization offset increases, the delay sequences collected by the two
nodes show less and less correlation.
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Figure 3.2: Cross-correlation coefficient between two delay sequences vs. synchronization offset
Figure 3.2 illustrates this; it plots the cross-correlation coefficient for
two paths sharing a congested link as synchronization offset rises from 0 to 1
second. Each point is the mean coefficient over 300 simulations; the bars show
5th and 95th percentiles. In each simulation, two delay sample sequences
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onoff

Ydst
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Figure 3.3: Simple topology with a common source
were collected for 100 seconds on the topology shown in Figure 3.3 using
ns-2 [17]. The bandwidth of every link was 1.5 Mb/s, and its propagation
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delay was chosen randomly between 20 ms and 30 ms for each simulation. The
delay sequences represent one-way delays of two paths, from Xsrc to Xdst and
from Ysrc to Ydst . Pareto ON-OFF CBR (constant bit rate) flows were used
as background traffic, because then the congestion level could be controlled
easily by changing the number of flows. The average ON and OFF times were
selected uniformly between 0.2 and 3 seconds. The CBR rate was selected
uniformly between 20 and 40 kb/s, and its Pareto shape parameter was 1.2.
The loss rate of the shared link was about 10%; the other links did not have
any loss. Without synchronization offset, the mean cross-correlation between
the two delay sequences is about 0.99. However, the mean cross-correlation
drops as synchronization offset increases so that a 600 ms synchronization offset
results in half of the mean cross-correlation without offset.
The second assumption required by the basic technique is that queueing
delay variation on non-congested links is close to zero. If such delay variation
is not negligible, it confuses the basic technique and will give an obscure crosscorrelation coefficient not close to zero or one. Then it is difficult to determine
the threshold to differentiate shared congestion and independent congestion
cases.
In Section 3.2, we propose wavelet denoising to enhance the basic technique. It effectively filters out delay variations in non-congested links and
short-term fluctuations that confuse the basic technique, as well as negative
effects of synchronization offset. With the combination of wavelet denoising
and cross-correlation, our new technique can detect shared congestion for paths
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with a large synchronization offset and varying delays at non-congested links.
It also determines quickly when there is no shared congestion.
3.1.5

Related work on shared congestion detection
Previous approaches to detect shared congestion using probe packet

streams are also based on the assumption of strong correlation between packet
delays or losses of two paths that share a bottleneck. Thus these approaches
have the same limitation as our basic technique, i.e., two probe packet streams
should be synchronized for such technique to be effective.
Rubenstein et al. proposed two techniques, one based on one-way delays
and the other based on packet losses [45]. These techniques assume that the
paths being probed share a common end point (either source or destination).
The delay-based technique uses a Poisson process with an average interval of
40 ms to generate a sequence of delay samples. When two delay sequences
are obtained for different paths, an auto-measure Ma is computed from the
delays of pairs of adjacent packets in the first sequence. A cross-measure Mx
is computed from a new delay sequence obtained by merging the two delay
sequences. Only adjacent packet pairs with the first element in each pair
from the first sequence and the second element in each pair from the second
sequence are used in computing Mx . If Ma < Mx , it is inferred that the two
paths are sharing a congested point. In their loss-based technique, Ma and Mx
are conditional probabilities that a packet is lost when its following packet is
lost. In their simulations, the delay-based technique was always more robust
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than the loss-based one.
Harfoush et al. [24, 25] proposed a loss-based technique that outperforms the loss-based technique of Rubenstein et al. In their technique, a common source sends a packet pair back-to-back at 15 Hz. The probability that
only the second packet is lost is computed from packet losses. If the probability exceeds the threshold of 0.4, two it is inferred that the paths are sharing a
congested point.
A different problem on detecting shared points of congestion was posed
and investigated by Katabi et al [30]. They consider a large number of sources
that send to a common destination. The paths form a tree rooted at the
destination. Some of the tree nodes (routers) are bottlenecks such that every
path goes through exactly one of the bottlenecks. They presented a passive
measurement technique, based upon the entropy of packet interarrival times,
to group sources into different clusters, one for each bottleneck along the way.
Another approach to address a similar problem using the Markovian probing
technique was presented by Younis and Fahmy [54].

3.2

Wavelet Denoising
To provide efficient solutions to network problems, various types of

signal processing techniques have been employed for modeling [44] and analysis [1, 11, 26] of Internet traffic. However, they are mainly used to infer static
or long-term network information from a large set of data collected over a long
time span. In order to obtain dynamic information such as congestion status
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in a timely manner, techniques capable of on-line processing and fast response
are required.
In this section, we first examine the time series of packet delay in a flow
and its characteristics. Based on these characteristics, we introduce a signal
processing technique—wavelet denoising [15]—that overcomes limitations of
the basic cross-correlation technique in Section 3.1.4. Wavelet denoising takes
the original delay time series, and generates another time series with reduced
interfering fluctuations that might affect cross-correlation adversely. Finally,
we discuss a procedure to find a wavelet basis that minimizes negative effects
of synchronization offset.
Nature of delay data in time and frequency domain
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Figure 3.4: Time series of one-way delay of a single-hop path
Figure 3.4 demonstrates an example set of time series of packet delay for
a link with two different congestion levels. The source and destination nodes
were connected through a 1.5 Mb/s link on ns-2. The delay between them was
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measured using UDP packets as explained in Section 3.1.3. The time series
in Figure 3.4(a) is the one-way delay under light traffic load (76 ON-OFF
CBR flows, no packet loss) while the time series added in Figure 3.4(b) is
the delay under heavy traffic load (92 ON-OFF CBR flows, loss rate between
2% and 10%). ON-OFF CBR flow parameter settings were identical to those
described in Section 3.1.4. The 95th percentile of loss run length for heavy
traffic load was about 180 ms, which is close to the Internet measurement
result (220 ms) in [55].1 Observe that the one-way delay with light traffic is a
noise-like waveform with small amplitude, while the delay with heavy traffic
shows an irregular pulse pattern with larger amplitude. Such pulses result
from network congestion.
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Figure 3.5: Power spectral densities of time series of delay data with light
traffic and heavy traffic
The corresponding frequency domain power spectral densities of the
1

Loss run lengths were measured using a Poisson packet stream with a rate of 50 Hz.
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individual time series, normalized to unity area, are provided in Figure 3.5. In
the frequency domain, the delay with heavy traffic shows larger amplitude at
low frequencies than the delay with light traffic. Such large amplitude components at low frequencies correspond to the irregular pulses in Figure 3.4(b),
caused by congestion, while others are introduced by the randomness of queue
behavior, well-demonstrated in Figure 3.4(a). Therefore, for a proper assessment of network traffic under congestion via delay data, it is necessary to
reduce the effects associated with random queue behavior which corrupts the
traffic delays in both the time and frequency domains. In addition, if a synchronization offset is introduced in delay sampling, the measure of network
traffic via delay will be less reliable.
If we are only interested in extracting the large amplitude components
at low frequencies, a simple low-pass filter seems to be an intuitive solution.
Low-pass filtering would smooth the delay signals, increasing cross-correlation
when there is shared congestion. On the other hand, low-pass filtering may fail
to diagnose non-shared congestion cases. Consider the extreme case that there
is no congestion on either path. In such a case, near-zero cross-correlation is
expected since the delay signals will be dominated by random queue behavior.
However, simple low-pass filtering may over-smooth the signal, resulting in an
inappropriately high value of cross-correlation. This is because the frequency
spectrum in network delay data varies in a dynamic fashion due to the fact
that network traffic changes in time. Therefore, any attempt to mitigate the
interference effects should include an approach based on both time and fre-
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quency (or scale) analysis, e.g., the wavelet transform. Hence, we use wavelet
denoising rather than simple filtering. We will show an empirical comparison
between simple low-pass filtering and wavelet denoising in Section 3.4.2.3.
We will show that wavelet denoising is highly effective for the purpose
of detecting shared congestion. A major advantage of wavelet denoising is that
it preserves the dominant characteristics of one-way delay and filters out nondominant ones in a time and scale localized manner, thus it can deal with the
time-varying spectrum of network delay data. Therefore, even when there is no
congestion, wavelet denoising preserves strong transients at high frequencies
and thus maintains low cross-correlation between denoised signals.
There may exist other signal processing techniques that perform as
well as or better than wavelet denoising. Much more investigation is needed
to evaluate the large number of signal processing techniques in the literature.
3.2.2

Wavelet transform and denoising
The wavelet transform is a signal processing technique that represents a

transient or non-stationary signal in terms of time and scale distribution. Due
to its light computational complexity, the wavelet transform is an excellent
tool for on-line data compression, analysis, and denoising.
Assume that a signal f (t) is contaminated by an additive noise n(t);
then the measured data is x(t) = f (t) + n(t). The measured time series x(t)
can be represented as an orthonormal expansion with wavelet basis ψi,j (t) =
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2−i/2 ψ(2−i t − j) as follows [14]:
x(t) =

∞
∞
X
X

Xji ψi,j (t)

(3.3)

i=−∞ j=−∞

where the wavelet coefficients are calculated from
Xji

=

Z

∞

x(t)ψi,j (t) dt .

(3.4)

−∞

Note that Xji is the discrete wavelet transform of x(t) at scale i and at translation j, and represents how x(t) is correlated with the i scaled and j translated
basis function.
Two cases should be taken into account to achieve robust and reliable
cross-correlation results. When there is congestion, the slowly varying congestion information (at high scale) should be extracted from the delay data,
which are corrupted by synchronization offset and random queue behavior.
Without congestion, strong random transients should be extracted to ensure
a low correlation. Wavelet denoising is capable of selecting the desired signal
while removing others in each case.
Wavelet denoising lets us build a nonlinear approximation of the signal
f (t) using the wavelet coefficients of the measured data x(t). The wavelet
coefficients for the measured data x(t) = f (t) + n(t) become Xji = Fji + Nji ,
R∞
R∞
where Fji = −∞ f (t)ψi,j (t) dt and Nji = −∞ n(t)ψi,j (t) dt. Then f˜(t), an
approximation of the signal f (t), is obtained from the wavelet coefficients of
the measured data x(t) by suppressing noise with a nonlinear thresholding
function, dT . In this dissertation, we employ a soft thresholding operation on
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dT with the following definition [15]:


x − T
dT (x) = x + T


0

if x ≥ T
if x ≤ −T
if |x| < T .

(3.5)

The value of the threshold T is determined by the variance of the noise
p
σ 2 [15] and the number of samples N using T = σ 2 loge N , as proposed

˜ is obtained by applying the
by Donoho [16]. Then the denoised signal f(t)
threshold to the wavelet coefficients Xji in Eq. 3.3.
f˜(t) =

∞
∞
X
X

dT (Xji )ψi,j (t)

(3.6)

i=−∞ j=−∞

Soft thresholding plays a key role in the approximation of the traffic delay data under congestion. If there is shared congestion, the dominant
low frequency term, which corresponds to the true traffic congestion information, will exhibit relatively large wavelet coefficient values at high scale (low
frequency) so that true traffic information will remain after the thresholding
operation. Meanwhile, the high frequency components, which can be assumed
to be the effects of random queue behavior, will have relatively small wavelet
coefficients at low scale (high frequency), and will be filtered by the thresholding operation. Soft thresholding also has the effect of smoothing the transient
irregular peaks in the delay data. In the basic cross-correlation technique,
randomly occurring peaks in the delay data could have a dominant deleterious effect on the cross-correlation value. Wavelet denoising smooths these
irregular peaks, making the cross-correlation value more robust. On the other
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hand, when there is no congestion, delay variations caused by random queue
behavior will have relatively large wavelet coefficient values, and thus will be
preserved by soft thresholding.
3.2.3

Selection of wavelet basis
The wavelet transform provides a time and scale localized representa-

tion of a measured time series; however, the time and scale resolution of the
representation depends on the selection of a wavelet basis. Hence, in order
to get the most robust and reliable results from wavelet analysis including
wavelet denoising, it is crucial to select the best basis function for wavelet decomposition [47]. In this dissertation, selection of a wavelet basis is confined
to be within the Daubechies family of wavelets, which are widely used due to
its simplicity of implementation. Other wavelets and their tradeoffs between
performance and complexity need more investigation.
The correlation between a data signal and a wavelet basis is determined by time and frequency localized characteristics. Such characteristics
of a data signal and wavelet basis can be represented by the time and frequency localized moments, which enable the approximation of the individual
time-frequency signal elements as a Gabor logon [50]. Then the trace of the
signal elements on the time-frequency plane is defined as an elliptic curve as
shown in Figure 3.6. In this section, we define a metric, instantaneous SNR
(signal-to-noise ratio), to indicate how closely a wavelet basis matches a data
signal on the time-frequency plane. Then the metric is used to select a wavelet
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Figure 3.6: A schematic description of localized time-frequency characteristics
for a data signal (horizontally hatched area) and a wavelet basis (vertically
hatched area)
basis that minimizes the adverse effects of synchronization offset.
3.2.3.1

Instantaneous SNR

Figure 3.6 provides a schematic description of localized time and frequency characteristics for a data signal and wavelet basis. The quarter ellipse
including C and D1 represents the localized time-frequency characteristics of
the data signal, and the quarter ellipse including C and D2 represents those
of the wavelet basis. For the two quarter ellipses to be well-matched, the size
of the common area C should be large while the discrepancy D = D1 + D2
should be small. To quantify how closely the time-frequency characteristics
of a data signal and wavelet basis match, we postulate a transient resolution
index named “instantaneous SNR” whose dimension is dB/sec:
ISNR =

1
C
10 log10 .
T
D

(3.7)

T is the time duration of the wavelet basis [47] shown in Figure 3.6. ISNR
provides a measure of similarity between the data signal and wavelet basis
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within the time frame of the wavelet basis function.
3.2.3.2

Minimizing adverse effects of synchronization offset

In our application, the measured data consists of two parts, slowlyvarying congestion information and interference from random queue behavior
and synchronization offset; such interference can be mitigated by employing a
soft thresholding technique in wavelet denoising. We can further reduce the
interference from synchronization offset by choosing a wavelet basis carefully.
Synchronization offset in the delay data can be interpreted as the difference of the time-shifted version of delay data and the original one. Therefore,
the synchronization offset depends on the characteristics of the original data.
Hence, the basis ψi,j (t) should be chosen to maximize the ISNR of f (t) and
ψi,j (t), and minimize the ISNR of n(t) and ψi,j (t), where f (t) is the delay
changes caused by network congestion and n(t) is the interference caused by
the synchronization offset. Therefore, it suffices to find the basis that maximizes the difference between the two ISNRs, which we call the differential
ISNR. However, since the true f (t) and n(t) are not available directly, an
approximation is required; we used the delay data of a congested path as f (t),
and the difference between the delay data and its shifted version as an approximation of n(t) = f (t) − f (t − ∆max ), where ∆max is the maximum possible
synchronization error (1 second in this dissertation). More discussion on the
maximum possible synchronization error is presented in Section 3.3.3.
In Figure 3.7, we plot the differential ISNR for Daubechies wavelets 2
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Figure 3.7: Differential ISNR between congestion signal and other noise for
Daubechies wavelets
through 10. The delay sequences were obtained by repeating the simulation
used to draw Figure 3.4(b) 120 times to approximate f (t), and the interference
n(t) is directly computed from f (t). Each point in Figure 3.7 is the mean
value of the differential ISNR for the 120 sequences. As shown in the figure,
Daubechies wavelet 6 has the highest differential ISNR, which implies that
it is best matched with congestion information and least matched with the
noise due to synchronization offset on the time-frequency plane. Therefore,
the Daubechies wavelet 6 basis will be employed for wavelet denoising in this
dissertation.

3.3

Implementation of DCW
The procedure of our wavelet-based technique is illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.8. The wavelet-based technique has the same sampling stage as described
in Section 3.1.3. The sampling stage produces two sequences of delay samples,
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Figure 3.8: Shared congestion detection procedure
x0 and y0 .2 The processing stage uses wavelet denoising (wavelet transform,
denoising, and inverse wavelet transform) to produce new, denoised sequences
x and y, as explained above. The cross-correlation coefficient XCORxy is
computed from x and y. (The computational overhead of these operations
is very low. We found that when delay samples were collected at 10 Hz for
100 seconds for each of two paths, a machine with a 2.53 GHz Intel Pentium
4 CPU took only a few milliseconds to finish the operations.) As in the basic technique, the procedure to gather delay sequences for different paths is
application-dependent and out of the scope of this dissertation.
There are three issues to discuss in implementing the wavelet-based
technique: the delay sampling rate, synchronization offset between delay se2

We use a lower-case bold letter to represent a delay sequence, and an upper-case bold
letter to represent a sequence of wavelet coefficients.
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quences, and the threshold for the binary decision.
3.3.1

Sampling rate
There is a trade-off in choosing the sampling rate of a delay sequence.

High-rate sampling is more accurate but incurs a large overhead on the network. On the other hand, low-rate sampling has little overhead while being
slow to converge. To investigate the effect of sampling rate on performance,
we performed simulations with different sampling rates on the topology shown
in Figure 3.3. The sequence of delay samples for each path was processed
with our wavelet denoising method. To minimize effects from synchronization
offset, we used a topology with a common source. The source nodes were
co-located and their clocks were synchronized. A full evaluation involving
synchronization offset will be presented in Section 3.4. Each link had a bandwidth of 1.5 Mb/s, and ON-OFF CBR flow parameter settings were identical
to those in Section 3.1.4. To simulate shared congestion, we put 100 ON-OFF
CBR flows on the shared link, and 60 on the other two links. With 60 flows,
no packet loss was observed. The loss rate with 100 flows varied between 2%
and 12%. For independent congestion, we put 60 ON-OFF CBR flows on the
shared link, and 100 on the others.
Figure 3.9 plots the mean cross-correlation coefficient over 500 experiments for five different sampling rates. The behavior consistent over all sampling rates is that the coefficients converge either to one or to zero as more
and more samples are collected. With all sampling rates except 1 Hz, the
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Figure 3.9: Effect of sampling rate
cross-correlation coefficient converges within 10 seconds. Their variance is
also small; after 5 seconds, the interval between the 5th and 95th percentile
values with shared congestion never overlaps with the corresponding interval
with independent congestion for every rate but 1 Hz.
Since our technique is implemented in user space, the granularity of a
timer in an operating system kernel should also be taken into account. Though
recent operating systems provide clock rate of 100 Hz, older ones have only
10 Hz. From the figure, we conclude that a sampling rate of 10 Hz is fast
enough in convergence and feasible to implement on most operating systems.
3.3.2

Limiting synchronization offset
There is a synchronization offset in the two sequences of delay sam-

ples collected. However, using simple techniques, the synchronization offset
between any two paths on the Internet can usually be limited to 1 second.
In Figure 3.1, the synchronization offset of two paths, from Xsrc to Xdst and
from Ysrc to Ydst , is caused by (i) the difference of the delay from Xsrc to S
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and the delay from Ysrc to S, and (ii) the clock difference between Xsrc and
Ysrc. (i) is bounded by the maximum one-way delay on the network, and (ii)
by half the round-trip time between Xsrc and Ysrc since the clocks in these two
nodes can be synchronized by exchanging packets. So the maximum offset is
roughly the maximum round-trip time on the network. Measurement studies
including one by CAIDA3 confirm that round-trip time is less than 1 second
for the vast majority of paths on the Internet.
3.3.3

Threshold for binary decision
Though cross-correlation itself is a reasonable measure of shared con-

gestion, in situations where a binary answer is preferred, a threshold should
be set. Since cross-correlation converges to one (or zero) for shared (or independent) congestion as in Figure 3.9, our technique is not sensitive to the
threshold in such cases. However, because synchronization offset reduces correlation of paths sharing a congested link (as shown in Figure 3.2), it is still
important to investigate an appropriate value for the threshold.
When cross-correlation coefficients of delay sample sequences with shared
and independent congestion are close to each other, two types of errors may
occur: false positives and false negatives. The former is the case where the
technique reports shared congestion when there is no shared congested link,
and the latter is the case where it reports non-shared congestion when there is
one or more congested links shared by two paths. The error rate of each type
3

Available at http://www.caida.org/tools/measurement/skitter/RSSAC/.
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can be estimated from distributions of cross-correlation coefficients for shared
and independent congestion. Then the threshold can be adjusted to minimize
the total cost of errors using Bayesian testing. Our implementation assumes
that the cost of false positive and the cost of false negative are equal, and minimizes the total error rate, which is the sum of the false positive ratio and the
false negative ratio. Actual costs may differ from application to application.
To determine the best threshold value, we need an estimate of the
synchronization offset for any two paths on the Internet. According to measurements by CAIDA, most paths from the F DNS root server to its customers
have round-trip time less than 300 ms. Considering that customer hosts of a
DNS root server are close to the server, we take 600 ms as the target synchronization offset to optimize the threshold for. More investigation is needed on
the actual distribution of round-trip times, and the relationship between the
target offset and the accuracy of the binary decision.
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Figure 3.10: Cross-correlation coefficient distributions
Figure 3.10 shows the distributions of cross-correlation coefficients with
600 ms synchronization offset. The distributions were obtained from the same
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delay sequences used in Section 3.3.1. We used the delay samples collected
during the first 10 seconds, with the sampling rate of 10 Hz. The left histogram represents the distribution for independent congestion, and the right
one for shared congestion. If we approximate the histograms with normal
distributions, they intersect when the cross-correlation coefficient (XCOR) is
0.512, which would be the threshold value that minimizes the total error rate.
(The error rate is not sensitive to the choice of the threshold value as long as
the threshold is between 0.3 and 0.6, because XCOR is rarely close to 0.512.)
We use this value as the threshold in later experiments, unless stated otherwise. We will investigate the effect of the threshold on false positive and false
negative ratio in Section 3.4.2.

3.4

Performance Evaluation
In simulations, we compare our technique against two representative

techniques: a delay-based approach of Rubenstein et al. [45] and a loss-based
one of Harfoush et al. [24, 25]. Below we refer to them respectively as MP
(Markovian probing) and BP (Bayesian probing). See Section 3.1.5 for descriptions of both techniques.
We define Positive Ratio as a metric to represent the accuracy of each
technique.
Positive Ratio =

# of answers indicating shared congestion
# of experiments

(3.8)

If an experimental setup involves shared congestion, Positive Ratio should be
close to one; otherwise, it should be close to zero.
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We first compare our technique with MP and BP when paths share a
common source node and have either shared congestion or independent congestion only. Then we investigate how they perform in more challenging environments involving paths not sharing a common source or destination and
multiple points of congestion. Finally, we present initial results on the performance of our technique on the Internet.
3.4.1

Probing with a common source
Both MP and BP assume that there is a common source (or a common

destination for MP). For such a topology, clocks for the two paths can be
synchronized and two samples can be merged into one in chronological order.
This is a critical requirement for both techniques. In fact, BP requires the
stronger condition that two probe packets with different destinations must be
sent back-to-back.

Xsrc
Ysrc
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Xdst
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Figure 3.11: Topology with a common source
Figure 3.11 shows a network topology where two paths share a source
node. Each link has a bandwidth of 1.5 Mb/s. A similar topology was used in
simulations for MP [45]. We ran experiments for the following three scenarios
depending on the type of background traffic.
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Long-lived TCP flows

A small number of long-lived TCP flows

are used to cause congestion, and non-congested links are left idle. In shared
congestion cases, a link is chosen from links 1 through 3, and 20 TCP flows are
created to traverse the link. In independent congestion cases, links 1 through
3 are idle, and the other links have TCP flows, of which the number is chosen
uniformly between 0 and 20.
ON-OFF CBR flows A large number of ON-OFF CBR flows are
used as background traffic. The congestion level is controlled with the number
of such flows. For shared congestion, a link chosen from links 1 through 3 has
100 ON-OFF CBR flows. The number of ON-OFF CBR flows on the other
links is chosen uniformly between 31 and 70. For independent congestion, links
1 through 3 have ON-OFF CBR flows between 31 and 70, and the other links
between 61 to 100. The same parameter settings of ON-OFF CBR flows as in
Section 3.1.4 are used.
Short-lived TCP flows A large number of short-lived TCP flows,
created by ns-2’s web traffic generator, are used as background traffic. The
generated traffic consists of many “web sessions,” in each of which a client node
continually downloads from a server a web page containing multiple objects.
For shared congestion, a link chosen from links 1 through 3 has 250 web sessions
created by 25 web servers and 250 clients. The number of web sessions on the
other links is chosen uniformly between 1 and 25. For independent congestion,
links 1 through 3 have web sessions between 1 and 25, and the other links have
web sessions between 151 and 250.
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Figure 3.12: Convergence with a common source and drop-tail queues
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3.4.1.1

Detection accuracy

Figure 3.12 plots Positive Ratio of each technique over 500 experiments
as time progresses when links are using drop-tail queues. In the legend, DCW
refers to our delay correlation technique with wavelet denoising. With longlived TCP background, MP is fast in detecting both shared and independent
congestion, while BP is relatively slow in both cases. DCW is slightly faster
than MP for shared congestion, but as slow as BP for independent congestion.
MP is the fastest in detecting independent congestion, in this case and many
others below, because relatively small delay fluctuations on independent links
can make the cross-measure Mx smaller than Ma . We will show this in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. Overall, every technique works well and reaches accuracy
of over 90% within 10 seconds.
With ON-OFF CBR background traffic, however, all three techniques
are slower in detecting shared congestion than with long-lived TCP background traffic. For DCW and MP, this is because non-congested links have
small queueing delay fluctuations. For DCW, such fluctuations add noise to
delay samples; for MP, they change the order in the merged samples and thus
decrease Mx . Nevertheless, since DCW removes most noise through wavelet
denoising, its degradation is not as severe as MP’s. BP experiences the most
notable degradation among the three; though it is the fastest for independent
congestion, its Positive Ratio for shared congestion is still less than 0.6 after
100 seconds. This is because our ON-OFF CBR background flows include
some with very short ON/OFF time, while all ON-OFF CBR flows in the
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simulations of [24] have relatively long ON time—2 seconds. BP requires the
probability that both packets in a packet pair are lost to be high to detect
shared congestion. A longer ON time means a queue remains full for a long
time causing both packets in the pair to be dropped. However, it is less likely
with short ON time. That leaves DCW to be the only technique that reaches
90% accuracy after 10 seconds with ON-OFF CBR background. Degradation
of BP is even more pronounced with short-lived TCP background, because a
loss period is even shorter in that scenario. As a result, BP fails to detect
shared congestion. On the other hand, DCW and MP are not affected much.
In the same simulations with links using RED [32], DCW and MP
showed similar performance as with drop-tail queues. However, BP did not
work at all with RED queues. Its problem with RED was already pointed
out using ON-OFF CBR flows [24], but the problem was more serious in our
simulations because their simulation setup had a higher loss rate and smaller
queues, which means that a RED queue’s behavior was close to that of a
drop-tail queue. Neither DCW nor MP had such a problem; they maintained
performance as good as with drop-tail queues.
3.4.1.2

Effects of clock skew

The clock skew between two hosts measuring delay may affect the crosscorrelation coefficient value, reducing the Positive Ratio for shared congestion.
Figure 3.13 shows that the cross-correlation coefficient (XCOR) decreases as
the maximum time skew during the measurement (100 seconds) increases,
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Figure 3.13: Effects of clock skew
using the simulation data for Figure 3.12(b). Nevertheless, XCOR is still close
to 0.9 when the maximum time skew is 1 second. As this corresponds to
gaining more than 14 minutes every day, clock skew is expected to be much
less, and thus its effects on XCOR is negligible.
3.4.2

Probing with no common endpoint
Xsrc

Xdst

S

Ysrc

Ydst

Figure 3.14: Topology with no common endpoint
The topology in Figure 3.14 is an extended version of that in Figure 3.11. The paths have different source and destination nodes. Delay samples collected at different nodes cannot be synchronized because of two reasons.
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First, the clocks of node Xsrc and node Ysrc are not synchronized. Second, the
delay from Xsrc to S is different from the delay from Ysrc to S.
3.4.2.1

Effects of synchronization offset
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Figure 3.15: Effect of synchronization offset
To investigate the effect of synchronization offset between two paths, we
plot, in Figure 3.15, the Positive Ratio for experiments with shared congestion
as we increase the synchronization offset for all three types of background
traffic. The original sets of delay samples were obtained from the two paths
on the topology in Figure 3.11; the synchronization offset was added to the
set of delay samples between Ysrc and Ydst . Only the overlapping portions
were used. BP is excluded; its Positive Ratio with shared congestion is 0.2
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or less even with 10 ms offset [24], due to its requirement that two packets
(for different paths) be sent back-to-back. Because MP is slower than DCW
in Positive Ratio convergence for shared congestion, MP may exhibit lower
performance because of low accuracy if the number of delay samples is not
large. Thus, detection used delay samples belonging to the first 100 seconds
of the overlapping period to ensure that both MP and DCW had near-100%
accuracy. The Positive Ratio drops to zero between 30 ms and 70 ms for MP,
and between 1 sec and 2 sec for DCW. The sharp decrease of MP happens
in the [30 ms, 70 ms] interval because the average probe rate in MP is 25 Hz,
equivalent to 40 ms inter-departure time. Therefore, if the offset exceeds that
value, most packets in a merged sequence are out of order, and the crossmeasure Mx becomes low. Though we plot the results for drop-tail queues
only, the results for RED queues are similar.
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Figure 3.16: The effect of wavelet denoising on cross-correlation with synchronization offset
Next, we examine how wavelet denoising helps our technique in tol79

erating a large synchronization offset. The dotted curve and vertical bars
crossing it in Figure 3.16 are copied from Figure 3.2, which shows the crosscorrelation coefficients without wavelet denoising. We processed the data used
in Figure 3.2 with our wavelet denoising, and plotted cross-correlation coefficient versus synchronization offset. The solid curve represents the mean
cross-correlation coefficients, and the vertical bars indicate the 5th and 95th
percentile values. Without wavelet denoising, the cross-correlation of the delay sequences decays very fast with increase of synchronization offset; with a
600 ms offset, the mean coefficient approaches the horizontal line representing
the threshold (0.512). This means that the cross-correlation technique without
denoising is only as good as a random decision at this point. However, the
cross-correlation of the delay sequences after wavelet denoising is less sensitive
to the synchronization offset, so that one can properly determine the state of
congestion even with a fair amount of synchronization offset between the data.
On the other hand, for independent congestion, the mean cross-correlation coefficients are not affected by wavelet denoising and are almost zero regardless
of the synchronization offset.
Since synchronization offset may vary during delay measurements, we
also performed an experiment with a randomized synchronization offset. For
a given value of average synchronization offset m, the actual synchronization
offset for a particular pair of packets in the two sequences of an experiment
was chosen randomly over the interval [0, 2m]. The mean cross-correlation
results were almost the same as those in Figure 3.16; the variances were larger
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due to the presence of randomized synchronization offsets.
3.4.2.2

Threshold value and false positive/negative

We use the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves to show the
effect of the threshold value on false positive and false negative ratio in the
presence of synchronization offset. ROC is a performance test methodology
that measures the probability of detection PD against the probability of false
positive PF [48]. In our application, they are defined as follows for a certain
threshold value of cross-correlation TXCOR .
PD = P (XCOR ≥ TXCOR | shared congestion)
PF = P (XCOR ≥ TXCOR | independent congestion)

(3.9)

ROC performance can be graphically detected for all possible values of threshold TXCOR ; as we move along an ROC curve from the lower-left corner to the
upper-right corner, the threshold varies from 1 to −1. The dashed straight
line is the characteristics of the worst case, where the detection probability PD
equals the false positive probability PF .
Figure 3.17 has two ROC curves drawn using the DCW simulation data
for Figure 3.12. An offset of 600 ms was added to one of the delay sequences
of each experiment. The dotted curve is an ROC curve before wavelet denoising, and the solid curve is after denoising. Since our technique converges in
10 seconds, delay samples for the first 10 seconds were used to compute the
cross-correlation coefficient. With wavelet denoising, our technique shows an
improved curve (higher detection probability PD with the same false positive
probability PF ) compared with the curve without denoising.
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Figure 3.18: ROC performance versus synchronization offset with and without
wavelet denoising
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Note that the area under the curve, called the ROC area, provides a
quantitative measure of performance for comparison of different curves; the
area of an ideal curve is 1, while the area of a random decision maker is
1
.
2

Figure 3.18 demonstrates the effect of wavelet denoising for different syn-

chronization offsets using ROC area. Two curves show the ROC area with
and without wavelet denoising as the synchronization offset increases. With
tight synchronization, wavelet denoising makes little difference. As the offset increases, however, the basic technique curve drops to 0.6 at an offset of
1 second, becoming close to random decision. On the other hand, the technique
with denoising degrades smoothly, maintaining 0.8 at the 1 second offset.
3.4.2.3

Comparison with low-pass filtering
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Figure 3.19: Convergence of low-pass filtering and wavelet denoising for independent congestion
When congestion occurs on shared links, wavelet denoising makes crosscorrelation evaluation more robust by smoothing delay data curves. We tested
a simpler mechanism to achieve this smoothing, namely a simple low-pass filter.
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With suitable parameters, a moving average was able to provide similar improvement as wavelet denoising for cases with shared congestion. (We set the
span of the moving average to 1.1 sec, which provides the same improvement
as wavelet denoising for the experiments of Figure 3.16.) The problem with
this filter appears in experiments with independent congestion. Figure 3.19
shows the convergence of the cross-correlation coefficient for the moving average (MA) and DCW when there is independent congestion in the experiment
of Figure 3.12(b). Each point is the mean coefficient over 500 simulations;
the bars show 5th and 95th percentiles. The mean coefficient of the moving
average at 100 seconds is still 0.6, while that of DCW is almost zero from
the beginning. That is, a simple low-pass filter may over-smooth transients
at small scales, and thus require more delay samples to detect independent
congestion. The ability of wavelet denoising to preserve strong transients at
both small and large scales is critical for fast convergence in both shared and
independent congestion scenarios.
3.4.3

Multiple points of congestion
So far, queueing delay variation on non-congested links was filtered

out with wavelet denoising. However, if non-congested links have significant
queueing delay variation, or there is more than one point of congestion, the delay variation on such links cannot be eliminated, and makes shared congestion
detection more difficult. In fact, it is unclear what ‘shared congestion’ should
mean under such conditions. Therefore, instead of deciding whether a tech-
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nique detects shared congestion correctly, we investigate how the technique
responds as the degree of shared congestion changes. One possible metric to
represent the degree of shared congestion is how large the loss rate on shared
links is compared with that on non-shared links. Hence, we define a new quantity called shared loss rate ratio. Let the loss rate of the shared portion of two
paths be Lshared , and the loss rate of the non-shared portion of the first path
to be L1 and the second path L2 . Then the shared loss rate ratio is defined as
follows.
Ls =

Lshared
Lshared + max(L1 , L2 )

(3.10)

If Lshared > 0 and L1 = L2 = 0, then Ls becomes 1; if Lshared = 0 and at least
one of L1 and L2 is not zero, then Ls becomes 0. If there is no loss at all, then
Ls is defined as 0, indicating no shared congestion.
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Figure 3.20: Positive Ratio with multiple points of congestion
In the following simulation, we used the topology in Figure 3.3. The
number of ON-OFF CBR background flows on each link was chosen uniformly
between 81 and 100, resulting in loss rate between 0 and 12%, and delay
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samples were collected for 100 seconds. Ls was computed from the actual loss
rates of the links. 1000 experiments were classified into 10 groups depending
on the interval their Ls belonged to. If Ls of an experiment is in [0, 0.1) then
it is in the first group, if in [0.1, 0.2) then the second, and so on. If Ls = 1, the
experiment is in the same group as those with Ls in [0.9, 1). Positive Ratio
(defined in Eq. 3.8) was calculated over all experiments in the same group.
The results for DCW, MP, and BP are presented in Figure 3.20.
Positive Ratio of DCW is only about 0.1 when Ls < 0.1, but 0.8 or
larger when Ls ≥ 0.3. Thus, DCW has a cut-off at Ls = 0.2 differentiating
shared and independent congestion. MP shows very different behavior. Positive Ratio is 0 for most intervals, and only 0.1 for the last one. Since we know
that Positive Ratio of MP reaches 1 after 100 seconds if Ls = 1, this indicates
that MP answers positively (meaning shared congestion) only when Ls is very
close to 1. In other words, MP always gives a negative answer if there are
multiple points of congestion, regardless of the degree of shared congestion.
BP gives more and more positive answers as Ls increase, but does not have
any sharp increase as such DCW has. Therefore, for those applications requiring a cut-off in shared congestion detection, DCW is preferred. However, the
preferred cut-off value depends on the application. DCW can be customized
for applications with different needs by adjusting its the threshold. Some applications need to determine whether two paths share all congested links [2],
which corresponds to Ls = 1. In this case, MP would be a good choice.
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3.4.4

Internet experiments
We applied our technique to a large-scale network, the Internet. Our

preliminary Internet experiments involved six end hosts. Figure 3.21 shows
their abstract topology. Note that each hop in the figure may consist of multiple physical hops. Three hosts, A1 , A2 , and A3 , are located in Austin, Texas,
U.S.A. The other three hosts, K, T , and H, are located in Korea, Taiwan,
and Hong Kong, respectively.
K

A1

T

A2

H

A3

Figure 3.21: Experimental topology on the Internet

Delay samples were collected from the paths from A1 to K and from
A2 to T between October 28 and November 2, 2003. We can reasonably
conclude that there was no congested link because no probe packet was lost
during measurement. In order to create a shared bottleneck, we opened 40
TCP sessions between H and A3 . The loss rate was about 5% while they were
running. Since both paths experienced a similar loss rate, we conclude that
the congestion occurred on one of the shared links.
The Positive Ratio for shared congestion and independent congestion
(or no congestion in this case) is shown in Figure 3.22. The delay samples were
collected for 15 seconds, and time was adjusted with measured clock difference
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Figure 3.22: Convergence with Internet traces
between A1 and A2 by exchanging packets between them. Each experiment
was repeated 100 times to calculate the Positive Ratio. The result resembles
what we obtained through simulations. The accuracy of our technique exceeds
80% using the samples for the first 3 seconds, and reaches 98% after 8 seconds.
This experiment shows that our technique works well with real background traffic, and also that it diagnoses non-shared congestion correctly even
when there is no congestion. However, the experiment was performed with
limited settings, which included long-delay transpacific links and proximity of
source nodes. Additional experiments are needed for more diverse environments.

3.5

Summary
Network resources are better utilized when multiple flows cooperate.

However, such cooperation is feasible only when flows sharing a congested
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bottleneck can be identified. Previously proposed techniques had limitations,
including a common endpoint and (sometimes) drop-tail routers. But they are
not effective under other conditions, such as RED queueing, multiple points
of congestion, or paths with different sources and destinations.
A robust shared congestion detection technique was proposed in this
chapter, based on wavelet denoising and cross-correlation, namely DCW. The
denoising process effectively removes noise and makes our technique more resilient to synchronization offset, which confuses other techniques. In simulations with shared congestion, DCW achieves faster convergence and broader
application than previous techniques, while using fewer probe packets. Experiments on the Internet confirmed the simulation results. Many applications
requiring topology construction in the application layer will benefit from the
proposed delay correlation technique with wavelet denoising.
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Chapter 4
Scalable Internet Path Clustering

The topology of an overlay network can be improved by identifying
shared bottlenecks using DCW. Such bottlenecks in an overlay network are
avoidable if the overlay network clusters connections that share the same bottleneck link, and replaces a subset of connections in each cluster with other
connections not sharing the cluster’s bottleneck.
However, DCW has been designed to detect shared congestion between
two paths only. To cluster N paths, the straightforward approach of using
pairwise tests would require O(N 2 ) time complexity. There are other approaches proposed to reduce time complexity by performing per-cluster tests
instead of per-path tests [30, 54]. In these approaches, one representative per
cluster is maintained, and shared congestion detection is performed between a
new path and each cluster representative to determine which cluster the new
path should belong to. However, for reasons discussed in Section 4.1, these
approaches are not applicable to large-scale overlay networks.
This chapter presents a scalable approach to cluster paths by shared
congestion based on DCW. In this approach, measurement data are stored
into a multidimensional space, where each data set collected from a network
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path is represented as a point. The most important characteristic of this space
is that points are located closely if their corresponding network paths are sharing congestion. Due to this characteristic, finding all paths sharing congestion
with a given path can be replaced with neighbor search in the space. Because
points in the space are indexed using a tree-like structure, adding paths and
searching neighbors takes sub-polynomial time. As a result, the computational
complexity of clustering N paths can be improved to O(N log N). The indexing overhead can be further improved by reducing the dimensionality of the
space through wavelet transform. Computation time is kept low because we
can use the same wavelet transform for both wavelet denoising and dimensionality reduction. The tradeoff between dimensionality and clustering accuracy
is investigated.

4.1

Related Work on Path Clustering
Among studies on identifying bottlenecks, FlowMate [54] and the entropy-

based approach [30] have objectives that are most like the objective in this
chapter.
FlowMate is based on the technique proposed by Rubenstein et al. [45]
for shared congestion detection. Given two paths, a sequence of delay samples
is obtained for each path. If correlation between successive packets in the first
sequence is higher than correlation between the two sequences, it is inferred
that the two paths are sharing a congested point. When clustering paths,
FlowMate maintains a “representative” path in each cluster, and applies the
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shared congestion detection technique to a new path and the representative
of each cluster, instead of every path in the cluster, to reduce computational
complexity.
The entropy-based approach was designed to cluster flows from a large
number of sources to a common destination. Thus the paths used by the flows
form a tree rooted at the destination. It is assumed that each path contains
exactly one bottleneck. For each path, inter-packet arrival times are measured
at the destination. For each path, it calculates the average entropy for every
cluster assuming the path is in that cluster. Then the path is moved to the
cluster with the minimum average entropy.
Both approaches [30, 54] are inappropriate for large overlay networks for
the following reasons. First, while overlay networks consist of a large number
of paths with different sources and destinations, these approaches can only
cluster paths that share a common end point, FlowMate at the source and
the entropy-based approach at the destination. Moreover, the latter requires
the amount of cross traffic to be low. More specifically, for the entropy-based
approach to be robust, more than 20% of the traffic at the bottleneck should
arrive at the common destination.
Second, suppose the N paths to be clustered share a common end
point. The worst-case computational complexity of these two approaches is
still O(N 2 ) because both of them use a clustering algorithm similar to K-Means
clustering [37] with a low complexity only when the number of clusters is small.
In a large-scale overlay network, however, there exist many independent paths
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(each of which is a cluster) in addition to multi-path clusters. Therefore, the
number of clusters is likely to be large.

4.2

Clustering Using a Multidimensional Space
In the proposed approach to path clustering, DCW [32] is used to detect

shared congestion. In DCW, a sequence of one-way delay samples, called a
delay sequence, is measured for each path. The DCW procedure for detecting
shared congestion between two paths is shown in Figure 3.8.
As shown in Figure 3.8, the measured delay sequences, denoted by x0
and y0 , are denoised using wavelet transform. Let the denoised delay sequences
be x and y. Then the cross-correlation coefficient XCORxy between them is
computed. DCW decides that the two paths share congestion if XCOR xy is
larger than a specified threshold value, XCORthreshold .
A major disadvantage of DCW when applied to a large number of
paths is that the cross-correlation coefficient must be computed for every pair
of paths, which does not scale well. To avoid pairwise computation, we make
use of a data structure, where delay sequences are stored in such a way that
given a path, all other paths sharing congestion with the path are found and
retrieved easily. For this purpose, we use a multidimensional space.
Suppose that delay samples were collected from three different paths:
X, Y , and Z. Then we denoise them to obtain x, y, and z, respectively. According to the DCW procedure in Figure 3.8, we should compute XCOR xy ,
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XCOR yz , and XCORzx . For better scalability, however, we instead map each
denoised delay sequence to a point in a multidimensional space. A critical condition that the multidimensional space must satisfy is that points corresponding to strongly-correlated sequences should be located closely. For example,
sharing
congestion
x

y

z
delay
sequences

points in
a multidimensional space

Figure 4.1: Mapping delay sequences into a multidimensional space
as shown in Figure 4.1, if x and y are strongly-correlated (because X and Y
share congestion) and z is not, x and y should be mapped into points close
to each other while z should be mapped to a point far from them. Then, in
this space, all sequences that have strong correlation with a given sequence (in
other words, all paths that share congestion with a given path) can be identified by searching neighbors of the point corresponding to the given sequence
(or path). More specifically, we need a mapping such that the Euclidean distance between two points in the multidimensional space is a monotonically
decreasing function of the cross-correlation coefficient between the denoised
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delay sequences mapped to those points. With such a mapping, all the points
within the radius corresponding to XCORthreshold in the multidimensional space
must represent delay sequences of the paths sharing congestion.
Challenges of this approach are to find a multidimensional space with
the desired property and to support efficient insertion and neighbor search
operations in that space.
4.2.1

Mapping delay sequences into a multidimensional space
Given two paths, X and Y , let their delay sequences after denoising be

the following:
x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm )
y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , ym )
Then the cross-correlation coefficient between them is computed using Eq. 3.2.
The goal is to map the delay sequences x and y into two points x̃ and ỹ in
an m-dimensional Euclidean space so that the distance between x̃ and ỹ is
a monotonically decreasing function of XCOR xy . This is achieved with the
following mapping.
x̃ =

ỹ =

(x1 − x̄, x2 − x̄, . . . , xm − x̄)
pPm
2
i=1 (xi − x̄)
(y1 − ȳ, y2 − ȳ, . . . , ym − ȳ)
pPm
2
i=1 (yi − ȳ)

(4.1)

(4.2)

Let x̃ = (x̃1 , x̃2 , . . . , x̃m ) and ỹ = (ỹ1 , ỹ2 , . . . , ỹm ). Then, by Eq. 4.1 and
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4.2, the distance Dx̃ỹ between x̃ and ỹ is derived as follows.
v
u m
uX
Dx̃ỹ = t (x̃i − ỹi)2
i=1

v
u m
m
m
X
X
uX
2
t
x̃i − 2
x̃i ỹi +
ỹi2
=
i=1

=

s

i=1

i=1

Pm

− x̄)(yi − ȳ)
pPm
+1
2
2
i=1 (xi − x̄)
i=1 (yi − ȳ)
2

1 − pPm

i=1 (xi

This is simplified using Eq. 3.2 to be
Dx̃ỹ

q
= 2 (1 − XCOR xy ) .

(4.3)

Therefore, given two delay sequences x and y, the distance between their mappings x̃ and ỹ is a monotonically decreasing function of the cross-correlation
coefficient between x and y.
The paths sharing congestion (or having the cross-correlation coefficient
greater than XCOR threshold ) with a given path can be found by searching for
neighbors of the path within the following radius.
Dthreshold =

p
2 (1 − XCOR threshold )

(4.4)

The impact of this radius on clustering accuracy is investigated in Section 4.4.1.
4.2.2

Choice of an indexing scheme
By mapping delay sequences into a multidimensional space, pairwise

computation of cross-correlation coefficients becomes unnecessary; inserting
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delay sequences into the multidimensional space and searching for neighbors
within a radius replace the pairwise computations. This means that the complexity of those two operations, insertion and neighbor search, is critical to
the overall performance. In this section, we introduce an index structure to
facilitate them.
It is known that a well-designed multidimensional indexing scheme can
insert N points in O(N log N) time and perform neighbor search within a
sphere in O(log N) time [3]. Many indexing schemes have been proposed
to store and manage multidimensional data, including the R-tree [20], R+tree [46], R*-tree [5], SS-tree [49], and SR-tree [31]. As their names suggest,
they are all based on a tree-like index structure with a similar insertion algorithm. However, each has a different search performance mainly because
they employ different bounding shapes, which encompass the data in a subtree. The R-tree and its successors use rectangles as bounding shapes, and
the SS-tree uses bounding spheres instead. The SR-tree integrates bounding
rectangles and spheres to enhance the performance of neighbor search, especially for high-dimensional data. Since the SR-tree outperforms other schemes
in neighbor search [31], it is used as the multidimensional indexing structure
in the experiments presented in this dissertation.
Note that the clustering algorithm we propose does not depend on a specific indexing scheme; any multidimensional indexing scheme that efficiently
performs insertion and neighbor search can be used.
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4.2.3

Dimensionality reduction
To achieve high accuracy in detecting shared congestion, delay samples

need to be collected for more than 10 seconds at a sampling rate of 10 Hz [32].
This means that the number of elements in a delay sequence is over 100,
and so is the dimensionality of the multidimensional space. However, such
high dimensionality increases the overhead of path clustering based on the
multidimensional space, because the performance of multidimensional indexing
deteriorates as the dimensionality of the data sets increases [31].
In our mapping between delay sequences and points in the multidimensional space, each delay sample corresponds to one coordinate of a point. This
means that reducing dimensionality is equivalent to discarding delay samples,
which immediately results in lower accuracy. Since all delay samples are considered to be “equally important,” discarding any of them is equally harmful
to accuracy. However, wavelet coefficients can break this symmetry. Using
wavelet coefficients instead of time series enables efficient proximity search
with lower dimensionality than that of using all delay samples. This is possible by utilizing wavelet coefficients at only large scales which bear information
for slow-varying pattern of delay sequences [42].
Let the discrete wavelet transform1 of x̃ be
X̃ = (X̃1 , X̃2 , . . . , X̃m ) = DWT (x̃) .

(4.5)

1
Depending on the wavelet transform, the number of wavelet coefficients may be slightly
different from the number of elements in x̃.
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One problem in mapping X̃ instead of x̃ to a multidimensional space is that
the relationship between the distance in the multidimensional space and the
corresponding cross-correlation coefficient shown in Eq. 4.3 may not hold any
more. Fortunately, if we choose DWT in Eq. 4.5 to be an orthonormal wavelet
transform, the Euclidean distance between two time series is equal to the distance between their wavelet coefficients [38].
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Figure 4.2: Energy distribution of wavelet coefficients

Figure 4.2 shows the energy (i.e. information) distribution of delay
time series obtained from a congested link using ns-2 [17]. Most of the energy
is concentrated on large-scale wavelet coefficients and any remaining energy
is distributed sparsely over small-scale wavelet coefficients. Therefore, using
wavelet coefficients only at large scales can achieve performance comparable to
using all coefficients, while effectively reducing dimensionality. We will show
empirically in Section 4.4.2 how many dimensions are needed to achieve good
performance.
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4.2.4

Reusing results of wavelet denoising
DCW uses discrete wavelet transform based on the Daubechies wavelet [32],

which is orthonormal [14]. Therefore, we may use in DWT (x̃) the same discrete wavelet transform that is used for denoising in Figure 3.8 to keep the
computation cost low. In fact, X̃ = DWT (x̃) can be obtained directly from
X = DWT (x) without any need to compute x̃.
Let X = DWT (x1 − x̄, x2 − x̄, . . . , xm − x̄). Then

X̃ = DWT (x̃)
= DWT
=
=

(4.6)

(x1 − x̄, x2 − x̄, . . . , xm − x̄)
pPm
2
i=1 (xi − x̄)

!

DWT (x1 − x̄, x2 − x̄, . . . , xm − x̄)
pPm
2
i=1 (xi − x̄)

X
.
kXk

(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)

Since the discrete wavelet transform is a linear operation,
X = DWT (x1 − x̄, x2 − x̄, . . . , xm − x̄)
= DWT (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ) − DWT (x̄, x̄, . . . , x̄)
= X − x̄DWT (I)
where I = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
For indexing with wavelet coefficients at the K largest scales, we use
only their corresponding coefficients from the above calculation. Thus, the
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final sequence to be stored in the multidimensional space is
X̃′ = (X̃1 , X̃2 , . . . , X̃k )

(4.10)

where k is the number of wavelet coefficients corresponding to the K largest
scales.

4.3

Basic Implementation Steps
An actual implementation of path clustering consists of the following

steps:
1. Select network paths to measure delay.
2. Measure delay samples to get x0 for each path.
3. Process x0 to obtain a wavelet coefficient vector with reduced dimensionality, X̃′ .
4. Collect X̃′ for each selected path.
5. Cluster paths.
The first and fourth steps are application-dependent. For example, in the case
of overlay multicast, delay is measured at every congested edge of a multicast
tree, and each internal node of the tree collects data from its child nodes.
In this section, we will only describe the application-independent steps,
i.e., what a node measuring delay should do (the second and third steps), and
how a node collecting data performs clustering (the last step).
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4.3.1

Measuring and processing delay samples
Either a source or destination of a path measures one-way delay with

sampling frequency of 10 Hz as recommended by DCW [32]. Delay samples (x0
in Figure 3.8) are collected for 12.8 seconds to make the number of samples
a power of 2 for calculation convenience. Then x0 is converted into X̃′ by
(i) using the wavelet transform, (ii) performing denoising, and (iii) applying
Eq. 4.9–4.10. Only X̃′ for the path is submitted to the node that clusters
paths.
4.3.2

Path clustering
In general, a clustering problem is NP-hard [23]. However, since we

know Dthreshold , the maximum radius of a cluster defined in Eq. 4.4, we can
design a simple and efficient algorithm for path clustering. The pseudo code
is presented in Figure 4.3.
The algorithm begins with two sets: P , a set of X̃′ for all paths, and S,
initially empty and implemented with a multidimensional space indexed as described in Section 4.2. For notational simplicity, we use p to denote a member
of P . We assume that the multidimensional indexing scheme being used (SRtree [31] in our experiments) supports two operations: Insert(S, p) which
adds a point p to the space S, and Nearest-Neighbor-In-Sphere(S, p)
which searches in S for the nearest neighbor of p among points in the sphere
centered at p with radius Dthreshold . The latter returns one of them if there are
multiple nearest neighbors, and nil if there is no neighbor in the sphere.
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Path-Clustering(P )
1 ⊲ P is a set of X̃′ for all paths.
2 S←∅
3 for each p ∈ P
4
s ← Nearest-Neighbor-In-Sphere(S, p)
5
if s = nil
6
Insert(S, p)
7
Cp ← {p}
8
P ← P − {p}
9 for each p ∈ P
10
s ← Nearest-Neighbor-In-Sphere(S, p)
11
Cs ← Cs ∪ {p}
12 return {Cs |s ∈ S}
Figure 4.3: Clustering algorithm
For each member p in P , the algorithm tests if any point stored in the
multidimensional space is closer than the threshold from p. If none, the path
represented by p does not share congestion with any of the paths corresponding
to the previously inserted points, and thus it is added to S to create a new
cluster. If there is a point closer than Dthreshold , ignore p because p should
belong to an existing cluster. In this way, after the first loop (Lines 3–8), S
contains a set of points such that every point in P shares congestion with at
lease one point in S while the points in S do not share congestion with one
another. Each point inserted into S represents the center of a cluster. For
each cluster, a set (Cp in Line 7) containing its center point is created to store
points belonging to the cluster.
The second loop (Lines 9–11) identifies the members of each cluster.
For each member p in P , the cluster of the closest center s in S is selected,
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and p is added to the selected cluster, Cs .
Finally, a set of all clusters is returned (Line 12).
For performance reason, our implementation always keeps the entire
SR-tree in memory, although the original proposal for the SR-tree assumes
that the tree is maintained on disk.
Note that the algorithm selects only one cluster for each path, whereas
a path may belong to multiple clusters. If finding all clusters is more desirable,
Lines 10 and 11 should be modified so that p is added to every cluster of which
the center is in the sphere.

4.4

Performance Evaluation
In evaluating the proposed path clustering approach, the main focus is

on the performance of clustering and various tradeoffs with different parameter
values.
s

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 r10 r11 r12 r13 r14 r15 r16
Figure 4.4: Network topology
We analyze the performance of the proposed approach using simulation
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data from ns-2 with the topology shown in Figure 4.4. The bandwidth of each
link is 1.5 Mbps. To create background traffic, a different amount of shortlived TCP traffic is added to each link. TCP flows are created by ns-2’s web
traffic generator.
One-way delay samples are measured on 16 paths, from node s to node
ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ 16. Along the path from node s to each ri , at most one link is
selected as a congested link, which is used by a large number of web sessions
simultaneously, resulting in a loss rate between 5 and 10%. The number of
web sessions is chosen uniformly between 180 and 250. The other links have
less than 70 web sessions and no packet is lost. Every experiment was repeated
500 times to get an average.
Given N paths, we use the following as performance metrics for accuracy.
False positive rate Among N(N − 1)/2 pairs of paths, the false positive
rate is the fraction of path pairs such that the two paths in a pair do not
share congestion with each other but belong to the same cluster.
False negative rate The fraction of path pairs such that the two paths in a
pair share congestion with each other but belong to different clusters.
Clustering accuracy The fraction of path pairs that are neither false positives nor false negatives.
In this section, we use these metrics to study the impact of the threshold
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on neighbor search and the required dimensionality to maintain a reasonable
accuracy. We also investigate the scalability of our clustering approach by
comparing against clustering with pairwise operations.
4.4.1

Shared congestion threshold
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Figure 4.5: Impact of threshold on the false positive rate
The cross-correlation coefficient threshold (XCORthreshold ) affects both
false positive and false negative rates directly, because the threshold determines the radius of neighbor search in clustering. A smaller radius (larger
threshold) means more clusters with finer granularity, and accordingly it is
less likely to get false positives. This observation is demonstrated in Figure 4.5, which shows the false positive rate versus threshold for a range of
dimensionality between 18 and 170. The false positive rate decreases as the
threshold increases for every dimensionality. It is especially prominent with
the lowest dimensionality, 18.
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Figure 4.6: Impact of threshold on the false negative rate
Similarly, in Figure 4.6, the false negative rate increases as the threshold increases because a smaller radius leads to more clusters than needed.
Therefore, there is clearly a tradeoff to be made between the false positive and
false negative rates. The clustering accuracy is also affected by the threshold
as shown in Figure 4.7. Depending on the dimensionality, a threshold between
0.75 and 0.9 maximizes the clustering accuracy.
Note that false positives are tolerable for some applications, but they
may be completely intolerable for others [2]. So are false negatives. Therefore,
an appropriate choice of threshold will vary from application to application.
4.4.2

Dimensionality
Dimensionality is another important parameter that affects performance.

Because using fewer dimensions means that ignored dimensions cannot contribute to separating paths any more, the false positive rate increases as di107
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Figure 4.7: Impact of threshold on the clustering accuracy
mensionality decreases, while the false negative rate decreases.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 shows that, with a low threshold (below 0.85), the
decrease in the false positive rate as dimensionality increases is larger than the
increase in the false negative rate. Therefore, the overall clustering accuracy
is usually better with higher dimensionality as shown in Figure 4.8. With a
high threshold (above 0.9), however, it is the opposite; the clustering accuracy
gets worse with more dimensions. The reason is as follows. More dimensions
often contribute to separating paths. However, if a threshold is high (meaning
a small radius), the false positive rate is negligible, which means that the
separations caused by additional dimensions are more likely to become false
negatives than to correct false positives.
Even with a low threshold, increasing dimensionality is not the best
choice. The overhead of maintaining the index structure must be taken into
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Figure 4.8: Tradeoff between accuracy and dimensionality
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Figure 4.9: Overhead of high dimensionality
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account; it is well-known that high dimensionality often incurs significant overhead in multidimensional indexing. To demonstrate this, we plot in Figure 4.9
the CPU time required for clustering as a function of dimensionality. Since
the actual CPU time depends on many factors, we normalize it so that the
CPU time of the fastest case (16 paths with 18 dimensions) is equal to one
unit of time. With a C++ implementation on a Pentium 2GHz machine, one
unit of time is about 5 milliseconds.
Figure 4.9 shows that the CPU time increases rapidly as the number
of dimensions increases, especially with a large number of paths. Hence, the
dimensionality should be kept minimal as long as the false positive and negative rates are acceptable. Considering the results in Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.8,
we believe that 36 dimensions are more than sufficient in most applications,
and that 18 dimensions are reasonable if used with a high threshold.
4.4.3

Scalability
The main goal of the proposed clustering approach is to achieve better

scalability than the use of pairwise comparisons. While the multidimensional
indexing improves the theoretical bound on time complexity, it would be more
interesting to study when and how much the proposed approach outperforms
the use of pairwise comparisons.
In Figure 4.10, we compare the proposed multidimensional indexing approach against the pairwise approach. Both approaches use DCW as a shared
congestion detection technique. We plot the CPU time required for clustering
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(b) Large-scale clustering
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Figure 4.10: Clustering time
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versus the number of paths for different dimensionalities. Two different scales,
less than 70 paths in Figure 4.10(a) and up to 1024 paths in Figure 4.10(b), are
considered. The CPU time is normalized so that the case with 18 dimensions
and 16 paths takes 1 unit of time.
The comparison for a small number of paths presented in Figure 4.10(a)
shows the overhead caused by multidimensional indexing. The multidimensional indexing approach takes nontrivial time to maintain a complicated data
structure. Therefore, the pairwise approach is faster if 61 or more dimensions
are used to cluster less than about 30 paths. However, due to its better time
complexity, our approach exhibits better performance when the number of
paths gets larger. Notice that the difference in slope between curves due to
different time complexity.
This better CPU time performance is clearer when the curves are extended in Figure 4.10(b). Because of its O(N 2 ) complexity, the pairwise approach curve diverges from the other curves as the number of paths increases.
The CPU time increase with dimensionality is significant, and low dimensionalities incur a fairly small overhead. Since the difference between 18 and 36
dimensions in terms of accuracy is rather large as observed in Figure 4.7, 36
dimensions would be a reasonable choice in practice.

4.5

Summary
For large-scale distributed systems such as overlay networks, it is cru-

cial to identify bottlenecks in the network so as to allocate network resources
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efficiently. However, previously proposed techniques to detect network bottlenecks shared by multiple paths do not scale well because they handle only two
paths at a time. In this chapter, a novel approach to cluster paths sharing
congestion was proposed. The proposed approach employs multidimensional
indexing and wavelet transform for better scalability. It outperforms previous
approaches when dealing with more than tens of paths. The granularity of
clustering is controllable by adjusting the neighbor search radius. Tradeoffs
between time-space complexity and accuracy with different dimensionalities
were investigated. Many overlay networks will benefit from scalable path clustering by using the clustering information to improve its topology and, in turn,
overall throughput.
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Chapter 5
Eliminating Bottlenecks

Previous chapters presented how to identify bottlenecks in overlay networks in a scalable manner. In this chapter, the proposed approach is applied
to overlay multicast to remove bottlenecks from a multicast tree, without relying on the requirements used in Chapter 2.
Overlay multicast systems provide more flexibility in topology construction, but consume more bandwidth of an underlying network because data is
often delivered multiple times over the same physical link, causing a bottleneck.
This problem is more serious for applications demanding high bandwidth such
as multimedia distribution. One way to mitigate the problem is to limit the
fan-out of internal nodes in a multicast tree [7]. However, deciding the right
number of children is non-trivial; fan-out should be a function of the available
bandwidth to each child and the network topology. Furthermore, a bottleneck
may be caused by overlay connections from different source (parent) nodes. In
such a case, fan-out has little to do with the bottleneck. Therefore, a better
way to avoid bottlenecks is to identify them by finding overlay connections
in the multicast tree that traverse those bottlenecks using DCW, and remove
them by changing the multicast tree topology.
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In this chapter, an algorithm that removes all bottlenecks shared by
multiple overlay connections is presented. In the case where the source rate is
constant and the available bandwidth of each link is not less than the source
rate, our algorithm guarantees that every node receives at the full source
rate. The algorithm is implemented in a distributed fashion, and compared
with other heuristically-built multicast trees using various performance metrics. Simulation results show that even in a network with a dense receiver
population, the proposed algorithm finds a tree that satisfies all the receiving
nodes while other heuristic-based approaches often fail.

5.1

Two-Layer Network Model
The network model in this chapter consists of two layers. The lower

layer represents the underlying traditional network with links and nodes, where
routing between nodes is done through the lowest-cost path. The upper layer
is an overlay network, where a subset of the nodes in the lower layer form a
multicast tree.
5.1.1

Underlying network
An underlying network is given as a directed graph G = (N, L), where

N is a set of nodes in the network, and L is a set of unidirectional links
between two nodes in N. Each link (m, n) ∈ L has two properties: B(m, n),
the bandwidth of the link available to overlay multicast, and c(m, n), the cost
of the link. The cost is a positive constant and used as a routing metric to
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compute shortest paths. We assume symmetric routing, i.e. c(m, n) = c(n, m).
Given two nodes u and v in N, the shortest path between them is
specified as a set of links PL (u, v) = {(u, n1), (n1 , n2 ), . . . , (ni , v)} chosen to
minimize the total cost of the links in the set. If there are more than one
such path, we assume that the routing algorithm always selects the same path
among them.
5.1.2

Overlay multicast tree
A multicast tree is built on top of the underlying network G, using a set

of end-hosts H. H is a subset of N, and consists of end-hosts participating the
multicast session. The multicast tree is represented as a set T = {(u, v)|u, v ∈
H, v is a child of u in the tree}. We call each element of T an edge of the tree.
Similarly to PL , PT is defined as a path in a multicast tree T . Formally,
PT (u, v) = {(u, h1 ), (h1 , h2 ), . . . , (hi , v)}, where PT (u, v) ⊂ T .
5.1.3

Bottleneck
We model multicast traffic as a set of flows; every edge of an overlay

multicast tree has an associated flow for data delivery. Each flow f has a
source node Src(f ), a sink node Snk (f ), and the rate of the flow Rate(f ).
Let F (m, n) be a set of flows passing through the link (m, n) ∈ L.
Formally, F (m, n) = {f |(m, n) ∈ PL (Src(f ), Snk(f ))}. A link (m, n) is a
P
bottleneck of the multicast session if and only if B (m, n) < f ∈F (m,n) Rate(f ).

The bottleneck link (m, n) is also called a shared bottleneck if multiple flows
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are passing through the link, or |F (m, n)| > 1, where the notation |S| denotes
the number of elements of a set (or vector) S.

5.2

Bottleneck Elimination Algorithm
The goal of our algorithm is to remove shared bottlenecks in a multicast

tree, so that they cannot throttle throughput. In the algorithm we assume that
each bottleneck shared by multiple flows can be detected accurately using a
technique such as DCW [32]. Before we describe the algorithm, we define
notation to be used in explanation.
·
Ram(u) ·

·
Ram(u) u

·

·

·

·
·

u
·

·
Figure 5.1: Ramification point

• r ∈ H denotes the root node of a multicast tree.
• d(u, v) is the distance between u and v on T , namely d(u, v) = |PT (u, v)|.
• Parent(u) is the parent node of u in the tree.
• SLeaf (u) is one of the shallowest leaves in a subtree rooted at u. In other
words, SLeaf (u) is a leaf node closest to u in the subtree.
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• Ram(u) is the node that has caused ramification of the branch of u in
the tree, or ∅ if there is no such node. Formally, Ram(u) is a node along
the path from r to u such that Parent(Ram(u)) has more than one child,
and all the nodes between Ram(u) and Parent(u), inclusively, have only
one child. See Fig. 5.1.
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(b)
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v2

u1

·
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v1
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v2

·

·
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Figure 5.2: (a) Inter- and (b) intra-path shared bottlenecks
Shared bottlenecks need to be treated differently depending on their
relative locations in the tree. There are two types of shared bottlenecks:
intra-path and inter-path shared bottlenecks, as shown in Fig. 5.2, where
thick arrows represent flows sharing the same bottleneck. Suppose that a
link (m, n) ∈ L is a shared bottleneck. Then there exist two edges (u1 , v1 ) and
(u2 , v2 ) such that (u1 , v1 ), (u2 , v2 ) ∈ T and (m, n) ∈ PL (u1, v1 ) ∩ PL (u2 , v2 ).
Without loss of generality, we assume d(r, u1) ≤ d(r, u2). A shared bottleneck (m, n) is called an intra-path shared bottleneck of (u1, v1 ) and (u2, v2 ) if
(u1 , v1 ) ∈ PT (r, u2), and otherwise an inter-path shared bottleneck . In this
section, we describe first the algorithm for the more general case, inter-path
shared bottlenecks, and then the algorithm for intra-path shared bottlenecks.
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By applying these algorithms iteratively, we can remove all shared bottlenecks
in a finite number of iterations. To make sure that it terminates, we will
prove that the tree after each iteration is different from any tree in previous
iterations.
For proof, we define two properties of a multicast tree: the leaf distance vector and total cost.

The leaf distance vector is defined as D =

(d(r, u1), d(r, u2 ), . . . , d(r, uk )), where u1 , u2, . . . , uk are all the leaf nodes in
T , and d(r, ui ) ≤ d(r, ui+1 ) for every i < k. Distance vectors are ordered as
follows. For two distance vectors, D and D ′ , D precedes D ′ (D ≺ D ′ ) if and
only if (i) |D| > |D ′ |, or (ii) |D| = |D ′ | and D precedes D ′ in lexicographical
order.
The second property, total cost C, is defined to be the sum of costs of
all edges in the tree, where the cost of an edge is the sum of all link costs along
P
P
the edge. Formally, C = (u,v)∈T (m,n)∈PL (u,v) c(m, n). For each link shared

by multiple edges, its link cost is counted multiple times.
5.2.1

Inter-path shared bottleneck
The algorithm to remove an inter-path shared bottleneck is shown in

Fig. 5.3. See also Fig. 5.2(a) for illustration. When an inter-path shared
bottleneck is detected between two edges (u1 , v1 ) and (u2 , v2 ), the edge farther
from the root, (u2 , v2 ), is removed and the detached subtree rooted at v2 is
moved to the subtree rooted at v1 . If the shallowest leaf in v1 ’s subtree is not
deeper than v2 , then it is chosen as the node to which v2 ’s subtree is attached.
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In this way, we can avoid increasing the fan-out of an internal node, which
may affect flows from the node to the existing child nodes. However, since
we do not want the tree to become too tall, we also avoid attaching v2 to a
very deep node. Therefore, if the shallowest leaf of v1 is deeper than v2 , v2
is attached to a node on the path from v1 to its shallowest leaf such that the
depth of v2 increases at most by one.
Remove-Inter-Path-Shared-Bottleneck
1 ⊲ (u1 , v1 ) and (u2 , v2 ) in T are sharing a bottleneck,
and d(r, u1 ) ≤ d(r, u2 ).
2 if d(r, SLeaf (v1 )) ≤ d(r, v2 )
3 T ← T ∪ {SLeaf (v1 ), v2 } − {(u2, v2 )}
4 else
5 t ← a node such that d(r, t) = d(r, v2 ) and
∃PT (u1 , t) 6= ∅, PT (u1 , t) ⊂ PT (u1 , SLeaf (v1 ))
6 T ← T ∪ {(t, v2 )} − {(u2 , v2 )}
7 if {(u2, x)|(u2 , x) ∈ T } = ∅
8 u, v ← Parent(Ram(u2 )), Ram(u2 )
9 c ← arg mini∈{w|Parent(w)=u,w6=v} d(i, SLeaf (i))
10 T ← T ∪ {(SLeaf (c), v)} − {(u, v)}
Figure 5.3: Removal of an inter-path shared bottleneck
If u2 becomes a leaf after removing (u2, v2 ), we relocate its branch (the
path from Ram(u2 ) to u2 ) under another leaf in Lines 8–10, because leaving
behind u2 ’s branch may cause oscillation. Suppose that the edge added to
connect v2 to the tree causes another shared bottleneck. Then it is possible that v2 is detached once again and moved back to u2 , if u2 is the chosen
shallowest leaf in this case. Thus the change made to remove the shared bottleneck between (u1 , v1 ) and (u2, v2 ) is reverted, and it revives the bottleneck
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that we removed earlier. By relocating u2 ’s branch when u2 becomes a leaf,
we can avoid such oscillations. The following lemma states that the leaf distance vector before Remove-Inter-Path-Shared-Bottleneck algorithm
always precedes that after Remove-Inter-Path-Shared-Bottleneck.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let D and D ′ denote leaf distance vectors before and after
Remove-Inter-Path-Shared-Bottleneck respectively. Then we have
D ≺ D′.

Proof There are two cases depending on d(r, SLeaf (v1 )) and d(r, v2 ).
Case 1. d(r, SLeaf (v1 )) ≤ d(r, v2 )
If u2 has more than one child, the number of leaf nodes decreases by
one in Line 3 . Otherwise, the condition in Line 7 is satisfied, and hence it
decreases in Line 10. Note that removing (u, v) does not increase the number
of leaf nodes because u = Parent(Ram(u2 )) has more than one children by the
definition of Ram. Therefore, D ≺ D ′ holds.
Case 2. d(r, SLeaf (v1 )) > d(r, v2 )
In this case, t in Line 5 is not a leaf node; thus Line 6 does not decrease
the number of leaf nodes. Since d(r, t) = d(r, u2) + 1, the depth of every leaf
node in the subtree of v2 increases by one when the subtree is moved by Line 6.
If u2 becomes a leaf node in Line 6, the path from Ram(u2) to u2 is relocated
under another leaf node in Line 10. Note that the depth of every node between
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Ram(u2 ) and u2 increases after relocation. As a result, |D| is equal to |D ′|,
but some elements in D are replaced with larger values, resulting in D ≺ D ′ .
Therefore, D ≺ D ′ in both cases.
5.2.2

Intra-path shared bottleneck
Figure 5.4 presents the algorithm to remove an intra-path shared bottle-

neck. See also Fig. 5.2(b) for illustration. Some intra-path shared bottlenecks
may be treated like inter-path shared bottlenecks, but others should be treated
differently.
In the case of an intra-path shared bottleneck, the shallowest leaf of
v1 may be v2 itself or a node in its subtree. If v1 ’s shallowest leaf is not in
v2 ’s subtree, Remove-Inter-Path-Shared-Bottleneck is applied to attach v2 to the shallowest leaf of u1 . Otherwise, we have two cases in Line 4,
depending on whether there is any branch between v1 and v2 . If there is, v2 ’s
subtree is attached under that branch similarly as in an inter-path shared bottleneck case. Otherwise, it becomes a child of a node in the middle so that the
depth of v2 in increased at most by one. As in Lemma 5.2.1, this ensures that
the leaf distance vector before Remove-Intra-Path-Shared-Bottleneck
precedes that after Remove-Intra-Path-Shared-Bottleneck.
If there is no branch between v1 and v2 , edges (u1 , v1 ) and (u2 , v2 ) are
replaced with (u1 , u2) and (v1 , v2 ), and the edges in the middle are reversed so
that the flow traverses in the opposite direction in Lines 15–16. Shortest-path
routing guarantees that this reduces the total cost.
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Remove-Intra-Path-Shared-Bottleneck
1 ⊲ (u1 , v1 ) and (u2 , v2 ) in T are sharing a bottleneck,
and d(r, u1 ) ≤ d(r, u2 ).
2 if SLeaf (v1 ) 6= SLeaf (v2 )
3
Remove-Inter-Path-Shared-Bottleneck
4 else if Ram(v1 ) 6= Ram(v2 )
5
u, v ← Parent(Ram(v2 )), Ram(v2 )
6
c ← arg mini∈{w|Parent(w)=u,w6=v} d(i, SLeaf (i))
7
if d(u, SLeaf (c)) ≤ d(r, u) + d(v, v2) + 1
8
T ← T ∪ {(SLeaf (c), v2 )} − {(u2, v2 )}
9
else
10
t ← a node such that
d(r, t) = d(r, u) + d(v, v2) + 1 and
PT (u, t) ⊂ PT (u, SLeaf (c))
11
T ← T ∪ {(t, v2 )} − {(u2, v2 )}
12
if {(u2, x)|(u2 , x) ∈ T } = ∅
13
T ← T ∪ {(SLeaf (c), v)} − {(u, v)}
14 else
15
T ← T ∪ {(u1, u2 ), (v1 , v2 )} − {(u1 , v1 ), (u2 , v2 )}
16
∀(x, y) ∈ PT (v1 , u2 ), T ← T ∪ {(y, x)} − {(x, y)}
Figure 5.4: Removal of an intra-path shared bottleneck
From the two cases above, we conclude the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2.2. Let D and D ′ denote leaf distance vectors before and after
Remove-Intra-Path-Shared-Bottleneck respectively, and C and C ′ be
total costs before and after Remove-Intra-Path-Shared-Bottleneck.
Then we have either D ≺ D ′ or D = D ′ and C < C ′ .

Proof If SLeaf (v1 ) 6= SLeaf (v2 ) in Line 2, D ≺ D ′ holds by Lemma 5.2.1.
Otherwise, there are the following two cases.
Case 1. Ram(v1 ) 6= Ram(v2 )
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When the condition in Line 7 holds, Line 8 does not increase the number
of leaf nodes. If u2 becomes a new leaf node by Line 8, then the number of leaf
nodes is decreased again in Line 13. Hence the net effect is always negative.
If the condition in Line 7 does not hold, Line 11 either maintains the same
number of leaf nodes or increases by one. In the case of increase, it is decreased
back in Line 13. Thus the number of leaf nodes always remain same. However,
the depth of every node in the subtree rooted at v2 increased by 1 due to the
way t is chosen. Therefore, D ≺ D ′ always holds.
Case 2. Ram(v1 ) = Ram(v2 )
The condition means that every node between v1 and u2 , inclusively,
has only one child. In other words, the path from v1 to u2 is just a list.
Then we reverse the order of the list, and connect it upside down. Since leaf
nodes are not affected by this change, we know D = D ′ . Consider C and
C ′ . Note that (u1 , v1 ) and (u2 , v2 ) are sharing a bottleneck link. Suppose the
bottleneck link is (α, β). Then PL (u1 , v1 ) = PL (u1 , α) ∪ {(α, β)} ∪ PL (β, v1 )
and PL (u2 , v2 ) = PL (u2 , α) ∪ {(α, β)} ∪ PL (β, v2 ). Hence, the total cost of
P
P
these two edges is (m,n)∈PL (u1 ,α) c(m, n) + c(α, β) + (m,n)∈PL (β,v1 ) c(m, n) +
P
P
(m,n)∈PL (u2 ,α) c(m, n)+c(α, β)+
(m,n)∈PL (β,v2 ) c(m, n). After Remove-IntraPath-Shared-Bottleneck, the edges (u1 , v1 ) and (u2 , v2 ) are removed, and

(u1 , u2 ) and (v1 , v2 ) are added. The cost for other links remains same because it is symmetric. Since PL (u1, u2 ) is the shortest path between the two
nodes, the cost along the path is not larger than the cost of the path going
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P
P
through α. In other words, (m,n)∈PL (u1 ,α) c(m, n) + (m,n)∈PL (u2 ,α) c(m, n) ≥
P
P
P
(m,n)∈PL (u1 ,u2 ) c(m, n). Similarly,
(m,n)∈PL (β,v1 ) c(m, n)+
(m,n)∈PL (β,v2 ) c(m, n) ≥
P
(m,n)∈PL (v1 ,v2 ) c(m, n). Because c(α, β) > 0, the cost after Remove-IntraPath-Shared-Bottleneck is strictly less than the cost before.
Therefore, D ≺ D ′ , or D = D ′ and C < C ′ .
5.2.3

Shared bottleneck elimination
Using the previous two lemmas, we prove that our algorithm removes

all shared bottlenecks from a multicast tree.
Theorem 5.2.3.

By applying Remove-Inter-Path-Shared-

Bottleneck or Remove-Intra-Path-Shared-Bottleneck iteratively,
all shared bottlenecks will be removed in a finite number of iterations.

Proof If there exists a shared bottleneck in a multicast tree, either RemoveInter-Path- or Remove-Intra-Path-Shared-Bottleneck can always
be applied to remove it. Each of them changes the leaf distance vector or
decreases the total cost while maintaining the same leaf distance vector by
Lemma 5.2.1 and Lemma 5.2.2. For a leaf distance vector D, there are only a
finite number of leaf distance vectors D ′ such that D ≺ D ′ . And the total cost
C can be reduced only a finite number of times because it is lower-bounded,
and each time the amount of reduction is also lower-bounded by the minimum
link cost, which is a non-zero constant. Therefore, all shared bottlenecks are
removed within a finite number of iterations.
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Note that our algorithms remove shared bottlenecks, providing that the
available bandwidth B and cost c of each link remain constant. In practice,
however, since available bandwidth keeps varying and the set of participating
hosts H changes, the multicast tree that the algorithm converges to may also
change. Nevertheless, we believe that an algorithm that converges to the
desired target in a static environment is a good starting point for a dynamic
environment, and we will show empirically that the actual protocol based
on our algorithm is in fact able to adapt as available bandwidth and node
membership changes occur.

5.3

Bottleneck Elimination Protocol
Our algorithm is based on the assumptions that a shared bottleneck is

detectable, that information such as shallowest nodes and ramification points is
available, and that each execution of Remove-Inter-Path-Shared-Bottleneck
or Remove-Intra-Path-Shared-Bottleneck does not interfere with another execution. In this section, we explain how these assumptions can be
satisfied in a protocol implementation. In addition, we briefly describe how
our protocol handles node joins and leaves in a dynamic environment.
5.3.1

Shared congestion removal
In real networks, a shared bottleneck is a congested link shared by

multiple flows belonging to the same multicast session. DCW [32] determines
whether two flows are sharing such “shared congestion” with high accuracy
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(> 95%) if one-way delay for each flow is measured for 10 seconds with a
sampling frequency of 10 Hz. It tolerates a synchronization offset up to one
second between different flows, which is achievable with loose synchronization
among participating nodes as follows.
For loose synchronization, each non-root node sends a packet to its
parent periodically, and the parent replies with a timestamp. On receiving
the reply, the node calculates the round-trip time and sets its clock to the
timestamp plus half the round-trip time.
Shared congestion is detected and removed on a round-basis. The start
time of each round is publicized by the root node; each node obtains information on the epoch T0 and round interval Tr from its parent, and starts a
round at T0 + nTr with its local clock, where n is an integer. In every round,
a node performs the following three tasks sequentially. (i) At the beginning
of each round, one-way delay from a node to each of its children that are experiencing congestion is sampled for 10 seconds with a frequency of 10 Hz as
recommended for DCW [32]. (ii) After measurement, a node waits for reports
from all child nodes; the reports contain delay samples of edges experiencing
congestion in the subtree of the corresponding child node. Once all reports
are received, the node selects edge pairs such that the edges in each pair share
a bottleneck link with each other. The node must ensure that executions of
the bottleneck removal algorithms do not interfere with each other. Since bottleneck elimination relocates nodes in the subtree of Ram(v2 ) only, the node
can select as many pairs as it can, as long as such subtrees of selected pairs do
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not overlap. Then, among all congested edges in its subtree, the node reports
delay samples of those edges that “would not interfere” with selected pairs.
Because edges involved in removing a bottleneck are (u1, v1 ) and those in the
subtrees of Ram(v2 ) and v2 only, shared bottlenecks in other edges can be removed concurrently. Therefore, the node sends to its parent the delay samples
of those congested edges that are not involved in removing a bottleneck of any
selected pair. (iii) Finally, the node removes shared bottlenecks in its subtree
by running the algorithm for every selected pair.
5.3.2

Information update
The algorithm requires that each node v should know d(r, v), SLeaf (v),

and Ram(v). These values are updated at each node u by exchanging information with its parent and with its child nodes when the values change. An
information update packet from a parent u and a child v contains d(r, u) and
Ram(v), which are used to update v’s local information on d(r, v) and Ram(v).
Similarly, an information update packet from a child v to its parent u contains
SLeaf (v), and u updates SLeaf (u), d(u, SLeaf (u)), SLeaf (v), d(u, SLeaf (v)),
and the child node whose subtree SLeaf (v) belongs to.
5.3.3

Membership management
We assume that a joining node obtains the address of the root node

through an out-of-band channel, such as WWW. When it sends a join request
to the root node, it is accepted as a temporary child. If the new node does not
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experience congestion during the next round, it becomes a permanent child.
Otherwise it is forwarded to one of the existing children of the root node.
This procedure is propagated along the tree until the joining node becomes a
permanent child of an existing node. One concern is that congestion caused
by a temporary child may affect other children. This can be avoided if a
parent node uses a priority queue for its outgoing flows, in which packets to
the temporary child have lower priority than others.
When a node leaves, its children become temporary children of the
parent of the leaving node. Then the temporary children are treated as joining
nodes. Node failures are handled in the same way.

5.4

Evaluation
For evaluation, the proposed protocol is compared against two heuristic-

based schemes. The first one optimizes the multicast tree using bandwidth
estimation as in Overcast [28]. Each node estimates available bandwidth from
the grandparent, parent and its siblings using 10 kB TCP throughput, and
then relocates below the one with the highest estimation. However, 10 kB TCP
throughput does not have very strong correlation with available bandwidth.
Taking into account that a path chosen using 10 kB TCP throughput provides
only half of the bandwidth of the best path [40], we optimistically assume that
the bandwidth estimation has maximum error of 20%.
The second heuristic scheme is based on delay measurement. It is similar to the bandwidth-based one except that it selects the node with the shortest
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delay instead of the highest bandwidth and that the number of children each
node can have is limited to four to avoid high fan-out.
For fair comparison, we also introduce errors in shared congestion detection. Since our goal is to show that our protocol performs better than
heuristic-based ones, we conservatively assume that the detection error is 5%,
which is higher than actual error rate (almost zero when measurement interval is longer than 10 seconds) of DCW [32]. Then we measure performance of
each scheme using a flow-level simulator we wrote, where bandwidth allocation
to flows is max-min fair. The relationship between the tree performance and
error rate will also be presented.
5.4.1

Tree performance comparison
To demonstrate tree performance under heavy load, we run simulations

on a network with a dense receiver population. The network topology is generated with GT-ITM [6]. There are 24 transit routers, 576 stub routers, and
1152 hosts participating in the multicast session. The bandwidth (Mbps) of
each link is randomly drawn from four different intervals: [300, 1400) between
transit routers, [40, 70) between a transit and a stub router, [5, 15) between
stub routers, and [1, 5) between a stub router and an end host. The source
rate is set to 1 Mbps. Initially, the tree consists of the source (root) host only.
All the other hosts then join the tree.
We use the following metrics to evaluate a multicast tree.
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Link stress The number of flows in a multicast session that traverse a physical link. Defined in [10].
Link load The sum of required rates for all flows in a link divided by the
bandwidth of the link.
Relative delay penalty (RDP) The ratio of the delay from the root to a
node in a tree to the unicast delay between the same nodes. Defined in
[10].
Receiving rate The max-min fair rate assigned to a flow from the root to a
node divided by the maximum rate of the flow (the source rate).
Below we show distributions of these metrics for trees built with the three
different schemes: delay heuristic, bandwidth heuristic, and our bottleneckfree tree protocol. We run the bottleneck-free tree protocol until there is no
shared congestion. The delay heuristic scheme is run until the tree does not
change any more. However, the bandwidth heuristic may oscillate as shown
in Overcast [28] because changing tree topology affects bandwidth estimation.
Since Overcast becomes relatively stable after 20 rounds, we run the bandwidth
heuristic up to 30 rounds.
Figure 5.5 shows the link stress distribution for links used by the multicast session. Since the delay heuristic tends to build a tree well-matched
with the underlying topology, its link stress is far better than other schemes.
Note that the bottleneck-free tree shows the worst performance in terms of
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Figure 5.5: Link stress distribution
link stress. However, this does not necessarily mean that it is abusing the
network, because having a large number of flows in a link (high link stress) is
totally acceptable if the link has available bandwidth to accommodate all of
them. The next figure shows this point clearly.
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Figure 5.6: Link load distribution
Figure 5.6 presents the distribution of link load, which is the amount
of bandwidth required to carry all flows traversing a link divided by the link’s
available bandwidth. Contrary to the previous result, the delay heuristic is
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the worst among the three; on some links, the required bandwidth to support
the multicast session is more than 3.5 times the available bandwidth. This is
because the delay heuristic often chooses a link with small bandwidth if the
delay of a path going through the link is short. Note that link load with the
bottleneck-free tree is always less than one. The bandwidth heuristic maintains
similar performance as the bottleneck-free scheme, but some links have load
higher than one. Since each of such links throttles receiving rates of the entire
subtree connected upstream through the link, even a few of them may affect
a large number of receiving nodes.
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Figure 5.7: Receiving rate distribution
In Fig. 5.7, the receiving rate distribution is shown. Due to high link
load, all the receiving nodes in the delay heuristic tree receive less than half of
the source rate. The distribution for the bandwidth heuristic shows the impact
of the few links with high load in Fig. 5.6; only less than 40% of the receiving
nodes can receive data at the full source rate. The other 60% experience quality
degradation due to bandwidth shortage. However, in the bottleneck-free tree,
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100% of the receiving nodes receive at the full source rate since it maintains
link load less than one. Usually such gain in receiving rate comes with the cost
of longer delay. However, our algorithm is very careful in changing the tree
topology not to increase depth of a relocated node unnecessarily. As a result,
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Figure 5.8: RDP distribution
its RDP is only a little worse than the tree built with the delay heuristic,
as illustrated in the distribution of RDP in Fig. 5.8. Because the bandwidth
heuristic pays little attention to delay, its RDP is worse than the others.
We have to mention that this experiment regarding RDP is somewhat
unfair to the bandwidth heuristic; the relative delay of the bandwidth heuristic
would be better if rate allocation was TCP fair rather than max-min fair.
That is because TCP throughput is affected by round-trip time, and then by
choosing a path with high throughput, a short path is very likely to be chosen.
Nevertheless, since the 10 kB TCP throughput does not have strong correlation
with round-trip time [40], we do not expect significant improvement with TCP
fair rate allocation.
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5.4.2

Convergence speed
The next aspect of our protocol to evaluate is its convergence speed.

The protocol defines a series of actions performed during each round, and thus
we use round as a unit to measure the convergence time. Because each round
of our protocol involves shared congestion detection, which takes ten seconds
to achieve high accuracy (> 95%), a round should be longer than that. Also,
the number of packet transmissions required for the last case in removing an
intra-path shared bottleneck, where edges are reversed along the path between
edges sharing the bottleneck, is equal to the length of the path. Therefore the
length of a round interval must be on the order of tens of seconds.
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Figure 5.9: Convergence after nodes join
Fig. 5.9 shows how long it takes for a tree to stabilize when n nodes
join. The convergence time increases linearly as the number of joining nodes
increases, reaching 300 round when 50 hosts join. This presents an upper
bound because in this scenario all the nodes first become children of the root
node resulting in shared congestion on most links close to the root. The
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convergence time would be reduced if nodes are allowed to contact a non-root
node directly to join or the root node forwards the new node to a random
node, though the resulting tree might be taller.
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Figure 5.10: Convergence after nodes leave
Unlike joins, concurrent leaves can be handled relatively easily. In
Fig. 5.10, we plot the convergence time when n hosts leave the tree. Except
for a few outliers, most cases take less than 20 rounds. This is because shared
bottlenecks in different subtrees can be eliminated concurrently.
Another question is that how long it takes to remove a new bottleneck
caused by external factors such as increased background traffic. Because of
the tree structure, a bottleneck close to the root usually affects a large number
of downstream nodes. Therefore, it is critical to remove the bottleneck early.
We plot in Fig. 5.11 the time it takes to remove bottlenecks with different depths in the tree. A new shared bottleneck was created by reducing
available bandwidth. As we expect, a bottleneck near a leaf (depth larger than
25) can be removed within a couple of rounds. On the other hand, a bottleneck
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Figure 5.11: Convergence after available bandwidth change
close to the root takes longer—up to ten rounds with a few outliers.
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Figure 5.12: Receiving rate increase as a tree converges
In real applications where available bandwidth changes dynamically
and nodes leave and join at any time, the tree is more likely to keep evolving
toward the moving target, rather than staying at the bottleneck-free state.
Therefore, it is important to increase receiving rate in early rounds of evolution.
In Figure 5.12, we demonstrate receiving rate changes as time elapses until the
tree converges to the bottleneck-free state. The initial trees are built randomly
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with fixed degree. For each degree (3, 4, or 5), both median and average
receiving rates are plotted. Although it takes tens of rounds to converge, most
of the receiving rate increase is achieved within early half of the convergence
time.
5.4.3

Effects of Measurement Errors
All the three schemes we evaluated in Section 5.4.1 depend on network

measurements. In this section, we investigate the relationship between errors
in measurements and tree performance in terms of receiving rate. We exclude
the delay heuristic because delay measurement is relatively easy and accurate
compared with bandwidth measurement and shared congestion detection. The
network topology we use has 4 transit routers, 96 stub routers, and 192 end
hosts. The link bandwidth is uniformly distributed in the intervals [200, 100]
between transit routers, [15, 35] between a transit and a stub router, [5, 10]
between stub routers, and [1, 3] between a stub router and an end host.
Figure 5.13 shows the cumulative distributions of receiving rate for
the bandwidth heuristic with different levels of errors when every receiving
node joins through the root node. Although the receiving rates with higher
errors are less than those with lower errors, the difference is not significant.
This means that the poor performance of the bandwidth heuristic in earlier
simulations resulted from the weakness of the heuristic itself, not from the
20% error we introduced.
For shared congestion detection, there are two types of errors: false
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Figure 5.13: Effects of errors in bandwidth estimation
positive and false negative. False positive means that two paths are considered
to be sharing congestion when they are not. Note that these errors are not as
serious as bandwidth estimation errors because both error rates are very low
in DCW if measurement period is longer than 10 seconds [32].
In the following simulations, we run the bottleneck-tree protocol with
different false positive and false negative ratio, starting with a randomly built
tree with degree of 3.
False positives may make the tree deeper because subtrees are moved
under a deeper node even without shared congestion. The effects are demonstrated in Figure 5.14. However, we notice only a very slight increase of the
RDP as the error rate increases up to 6%.
The effect of false negatives is also negligible in the range from 0 to 6%,
as shown in Figure 5.15; this type of errors make the convergence slower due
to hidden shared bottlenecks, but only by a few rounds. Therefore, errors in
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shared congestion detection less then 6%, which is achievable with DCW, do
not affect much the performance of our protocol.
Also note that, unlike the bandwidth heuristic, which only looks for a
local optimum and does not consider the source rate it should support, our
protocol eventually reaches the state where all receiving rates are as high as
the source rate, with or without errors.

5.5

Summary
In bandwidth-demanding multicast applications such as multimedia

distribution, it is critical for a user to receive at the full source rate so as
not to experience quality degradation. Though many heuristics to achieve
high receiving rate have been proposed, they often fail to provide required receiving rate. In this chapter, a new tree construction algorithm that removes
bottlenecks caused by the multicast session was proposed, and it was proved
that the algorithm removes every such bottleneck. If the available bandwidth
of each link is larger than the source rate, the algorithm guarantees that all
receiving nodes receive at the full source rate. Simulation results show that
our protocol maintains low link load and short delay penalty while providing
the maximum receiving rate.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

Building an efficient topology is crucial in overlay networks. Because
an overlay network consists of a large number of connections between participating end hosts, having a topology that minimizes interference between
them is essential to achieve high throughput. This dissertation focuses on inferring network characteristics and improving overlay network topology using
them. For bandwidth-demanding applications, one of the most critical network characteristics is available bandwidth. Chapter 2 showed that knowledge
of available bandwidth could increase average available bandwidth of overlay
multicast significantly. By replacing low-bandwidth overlay connections with
high-bandwidth ones, the multicast tree built with the proposed algorithm
achieved 30 times higher average bandwidth than randomly built trees.
Although it demonstrated very well that an overlay network benefits
greatly from information on the underlying network characteristics, such an
algorithm does not take interference between overlay connections into consideration, and therefore leads to suboptimal topology. Thus, how to identify
and avoid such interference was also studied.
DCW was proposed to identify interfering overlay connections using
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a signal processing technique, wavelet denoising. It infers robustly whether
two Internet paths are sharing the same congested link or not. Due to the
denoising process making DCW tolerate synchronization offset up to one second, DCW became an ideal solution for overlay networks which usually have
a large number of connections with different sources and destinations.
To apply DCW to more than two paths in a scalable manner, multidimensional indexing was introduced. It stores data collected from each path
as a single point in a multidimensional space, and indexes it using a tree-like
structure. In this space, a neighbor search for a path retrieves all paths that
share congestion with it. The computational complexity of multidimensional
indexing was reduced by using a subset of wavelet coefficients that were more
relevant to shared congestion detection. For example, decreasing the number dimensions for indexing from 170 to 36 caused only a slight decrease of
detection accuracy. Experiments showed that the multidimensional indexing
outperformed the pairwise approach in clustering paths by shared congestion.
After clustering paths, an overlay network can avoid bottlenecks in its topology
by choosing at most one path in each cluster.
As a case study, an algorithm that improves overlay multicast topology
was designed. The proposed algorithm finds bottlenecks shared by multiple
overlay connections using DCW, and removes them from the multicast tree by
relocating involved subtrees. It was proved that there remains no such bottleneck in the tree upon termination of the algorithm. The tree built with the
algorithm also maintained low link load and shared delay penalty in simula143

tions. A similar approach to finding bottlenecks and removing them through
topology changes can be applied to other types of overlay networks. The techniques and algorithms proposed in this dissertation will serve as a foundation
on which future applications can achieve higher throughput by building more
efficient overlay networks.
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